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Dear reader!

The world today is placing much value on forests and their 
multiple services for mankind and the planet. Hardly anyone 
of the international Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
is not supported by forests and their sustainable management. 
Climate Change alters forest ecosystems and at the same time 
demands action to enhance carbon storage of existing for-
ests and the use of wood as substitute for non-renewable and 
energy-intensive materials. To accomplish all this, sufficient 
expertise, scientific forest-related knowledge and a well-func-
tioning forestry sector are needed in all countries with forests. 
Reality, however, reveals that this is hardly the case. Instead, 

forest education has been out of focus in many countries for some time. 
Hence, forest education at all three levels, the wood workers, forest 
technicians and academia, is in need of enhanced support. Only with 
visible progress here, the future forest sector will be able to cope with 
the increased demands of society on forests and on sustainable forest 
management. It is against this background that the Federal Ministry 
of Food and Agriculture promotes the transfer of forestry knowledge 
and expert networking worldwide through bilateral and multilateral 
projects. More specifically, as a response to the continued interna-
tional demand for mutual exchange with the German forest sector, the 
German Forest Society (DFV) has received financial support since 2015 
to establish and run the German Forest Expert Program. It is nice to see 
how well the program has developed over the past four years. An exten-
sion has already been approved. I thank the staff of the DFV for the 
hard work to make this happen and all actors, associations and forest 
institutions of the German federal countries who supported the pro-
gram in-kind. This broschure presents the project work over the past 
4 years. I hope that it can also impart some of the enthusiasm which 
the participants of the program have shown and the benefits they have 
taken home from it.

Matthias Schwoerer,
Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture
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Foto: Rainer Sturm/pixelio.de

Dear reader!

1225 participant days, this is the computational result 
after 4 years Forest Expert Program. 23 trainees and 
five delegations consisting of 16 nations benefited from 
a programme organized by the German Forest Society. 
Thanks to the support of the various state and private 
forest enterprises, both the forest and timber related 
organizations, the forest education and training insti-
tutions, Ministries of Forestry, saw mills, protected area 
management units and all the affiliated single persons 
the German Forest Society had the chance to organize 
individual programmes for each interest group.

Not only the participants were able to learn from their trainers, vice 
versa all the hosts had the chance to raise questions and get food for 
thoughts from the view of foresters from other countries. We are happy 
that we received such a diverse group of trainees. They came from Uru-
guay, Kenya, Vietnam, China, Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Georgia, Indo-
nesia, Peru, Romania, Laos, Tajikistan, Hungary, Zambia and Germany.

We hope that we succeeded to give each participant firstly an over-
view about our multifunctional and sustainable way of forest manage-
ment and secondly the chance to deepen the knowledge in the indi-
vidual fields of expertise. For us as organizers it was a fantastic challenge 
and chance to gain knowledge for ourselves to organize programmes 
focusing on forest fires, protected area management, REDD+, private 
forest owner associations, certification, forest politics and a lot more.

We hope that you will enjoy reading the single reports, the result of 
our project.

Sabine Kühling, 
coordinator of the Forest Expert Program, 
Germany Forest Society
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As a part of the „Forest Expert Program” which 
was financed by the Federal Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture and coordinated by the German 
Forest Society, I was able to take part in a great 
one-month internship in August 2016. This 
allowed me a broad and deep insight into the 
everyday affairs of German forestry.

My main host was the State Forest Enterprise 
ThüringenForst, whose field of activity is similar 
to that of my Hungarian employer (a state for-
estry stock corporation). The Thuringian pro-
gram was in itself very precise and detailed, I 
was presented the whole structure “from head 
to toe”, from the leading Ministry to the forestry 
offices and districts. I also took part in inter-
esting events, such as the large-scale forest day 

at the barrier lake Hohenfelden or a forest dia-
logue with citizens of the city of Sondershausen.

The for me individually organized intern-
ship program included visits to various forestry 
organizations throughout Germany. I visited 
the German Forest Society in Göttingen, the 
German Forestry Council in Berlin, the pri-
vate forest enterprise Fürst zu Fürstenberg in 
Donaueschingen, the Lower Saxonian State 
Forest Enterprise in Braunschweig, the “Berliner 
Forsten” and the small city forest “Stadtforst 
Fürstenwalde”. On the one hand, this meant 
many trips, but at the same time a constant 
change, which made the internship even richer 
and more useful.

The program covered a wide range of topics. 
In the various forest enterprises and organiza-
tions I experienced the diversity of tasks that are 
sometimes closely intertwined:
• silviculture, hunting,
• timber harvesting, timber marketing,
• sovereignty, forest management, promotion 

and support of private and corporate forest, 
nature conservation,

• economic planning, controlling, internal 
audit,

• Public Relations, Tourism, Environmental 
Education,

• education, safety at work
• machine use, road construction,
• Forestry policy, representation of interests, 

lobbying.

Part of the German society for a month
by Ákos Iványi, Hungary, August '2016

p Forest conversation with citizens of Sondershausen and carcass regeneration 
in the Black Forest

p Oak Processionary Moth in Lower Saxony and Forest School in Berlin p
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There were also some peculiarities that are not 
yet part of everyday forestry in Hungary, such 
as burial forests, wind turbines and ecopoints. 
It was particularly interesting to be able to look 
into these areas as well. One could implement 
some ideas from the German into the domestic 
practice in Hungary. During this time, for 
example, it became clear to me which important 
aspects of hunting, forest development and 
forest management planning complicate the 
spread of permanent forest in Hungary. Only 
when you recognize these problems, you can do 
something against them. Some concrete ideas 
can also be applied directly for example the pivot 
tables in controlling, the online appointment 
calendar for the organization of teamwork, the 
payment insurance of timber sales or the system 

Thuringian forest day at 
the water barrier Hohen-
felden

of hunting organization. I also saw how general 
principles, such as thoroughness, forethought 
and efficiency have positive long-term effects.

The „Forest Expert Program” offers a unique 
opportunity for practice-oriented, complex and 
flexible further education. Not only did I greatly 
expand my forest-economic knowledge, but 
also my language skills and my general educa-
tion. That was not all. For a month I became 
a part of the German society, I marked future 
crop trees in the Black Forest, ate Thuringian 
bratwurst, drank German beer and admired the 
glass dome of the Bundestag. Thank you very 
much for these wonderful experiences to all 
who contributed. Thank you!

t Grader in Thuringia and p Harvester in Lower 
Saxony

t Friedwald near Fürstenwalde and  
biotope tree near Donaueschingen q
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Forest Monitoring Methodology
by Behruz Ilnazarov, Tajikistan, September 2016

After the collapse of Soviet Union and five years 
of civil war in Tajikistan the forest were almost 
destroyed. Due to the low social condition and 
high poverty rate, especially in the countryside 
the remaining forests are still under the high 
pressure. Mainly there is an intensive grazing 
going on in the State forest Agency (thereafter 
SFA) land and local population highly exploiting 
forests for firewood.

A GIZ (German international cooperation) 
project “Adaptation to climate change through 
sustainable forest management” started from 
March 2013. The aim of the project is sup-
porting the SFA of Tajikistan on developing the 
sustainable management approaches as well 
as providing a technical advices and capacity 
building for SFA employees. Within the frame-
work of the project, I am responsible for the 
technical backstopping of the SFA employees on 
the issues related to sustainable Forest manage-
ment and monitoring.

Bavarian state Ministry of food, agriculture and 
forestry (12.09.2016)
The Bavarian State Ministry for Food, Agricul-
ture and Forestry is highly focused on strength-
ening the entrepreneurs within national and 
international competition. One of the good 
aspects of that is training and further education 
for the professions in agriculture, consulting, 
applied research as well as the promotion of 

agricultural and forestry holdings and nutrition 
education. Within the framework of GIZ sup-
ported project State Forest Agency of Tajikistan 
is developing a training program for foresters 
which involve awareness rising of local popula-
tion as well as forestry education of schoolchil-
dren. Dr. Franz-Josef Mayer from the depart-
ment of Forest research and forest pedagogy, 
who is in charge of education and consulting 
within the ministry, provided me very helpful 
information on forestry education and aware-
ness rising. During the meeting with the depart-
ment of forest pedagogy and forest research I 
have presented the current planned activities 
of my home institution, including some details 
and got a very good feedback from Dr. Florian 
Zormaier and other colleagues.

Due to my background I was mainly inter-
ested in application of GIS and Remote Sensing 
in forestry. Mr. Johannes Loose who is respon-
sible for Communication and IT kindly pre-
sented me the forestry GIS system of Ministry. 
Mr. Loose is a project manager of BayWIS (Bay-
erische Wald-Informationssystem) which is a 
central system for storing and analyzing of all 
GIS and statistic data. BayWIS was introduced 
to Bavarian forest administration since 2012 
and supports around 1200 forest employees 
as well as forest owners and citizens providing 
them regularly updated GIS information. It 
is worthwhile to mention that the application 
can be used offline in the forest (disconnected 
use) or online on PCs at office workplaces. 
For the foresters and field crews the system is 
installed on so called outdoor laptops, which 
are designed for gathering the field information. 
The system is user-friendly and becomes very 
popular among the users. As in Tajikistan the 
State forestry Agency intends to establish such 
a system for the whole country I think it will 
be useful in terms of potential way of cooper-
ation to organize an exchange visit for a small 
group from Tajikistan. This will help to ensure 
a basic knowledge for the forest administration 
of Tajikistan.

State Institution for Forest Seeding and Planting 
(13.09.2016–14.09.2016)
The Bavarian State institution for Forest seeding 
and planting (ASP) was the next host institution 
I visited during my traineeship. ASP institute 

p Sabine Kühling, 
Behruz Ilnazarov and 
Marcus Kühling in 
Göttingen
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is responsible for the protection of the genetic 
resources in the forests of Bavaria. The head 
of the institute Dr. Monika Konnert shortly 
explained me the principle targets of the insti-
tute and provided me with information about 
the current ongoing experiments. This helped 
me to better understand the importance of the 
genetic analysis and genetic diversity. Taking 
into account changing of environmental con-
ditions and a high level of human interven-
tion to forests of Tajikistan, the establishment 
of such an institution will play a crucial role in 
sustainable rehabilitation of Tajik forests. I was 
involved in a group of experts consisting of Mr. 
Adreas Wurm and Mr. Sigi Krause who kindly 
showed me the institute experimental plots and 
organized a short exhibition to nurseries. ASP 
has a rich experience with international projects 
which I think will help us to keep contacts and 
find possible ways of cooperation.

The Bavarian State Institute of Forestry (LWF) 
(15.09.2016 – 16.09.2016)
The Bavarian state institute of forestry which is 
based in Freising is a special agency with dif-
ferent departments, which supports the Bavarian 
forestry administration and its branch offices 
in the regions. The department of information 
technology, which was my main host institution 
is responsible for the establishment and main-
tenance of forestry related information systems. 
First, I got a short introduction from the head 
of the department Mr. Dirk Schmechel who 
kindly introduced me to the team of experts 
in the department. The department is working 
mainly in three directions and I had a chance to 
meet the responsible person for each topic sep-
arately. In the field of remote sensing Dr. Chris-
toph Straub demonstrated me some researches 
that they had implemented and we discussed 
some details that I was interested in. In addition 
I was also explaining Dr. Straub some activities 
that I am doing in Remote Sensing and he pro-
vided very helpful advices and comments to my 
work. LWF is also responsible for managing and 
maintaining the BayWIS platform. Mr. Michael 
Zwack presented me the structure and the future 
prospective of the system. I was very interested 
in hearing about the potential problems that 
we might face during the establishment of such 
a system in my home country. The technical 
design and elaboration of new modules of the 
system is implemented by Mr. Michael Schwall, 
who kindly agreed to support me technically 
during the elaboration of such system. The gen-
eral GIS part is done by Dominic de Hasque 
who is also responsible for the forestry moni-
toring and inventory design and with whom I 

also discussed different GIS related issues. In 
the last day as a practical activity I visited the 
Grafrath forestry garden where Mr. Schmidt 
organized a small tour for us around the garden 
and demonstrated the experimental species that 
are growing in the garden.

Forest Eye research GmBH  
(19.09.2016–23.09.2016)
The ForestEye Research GmbH is a spin-off 
of the Faculty of Forest Sciences and Forest 
Ecology at the University of Göttingen on pro-
viding consultancy in the fields of forest inven-
tory and remote sensing. ForestEye has a long 
experience on teaching activities in terms of 
GIS and forest monitoring. We are closely coop-
erating with ForesEye since 2014 and so far we 
achieved a significant result in the field of forest 
monitoring and inventory. Forests in Tajikistan 
were heavily exploited following the disintegra-
tion of the Soviet Union and especially during 
the civil war between 1992 and 1997. This has 
left the country with a forest cover of around 
two per cent, and threatens important eco-
system services. The information on forest has 

p Behruz Ilnazarov
visiting the Bavarian
instiution for Forest
Seeding and Planting
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not been updated since the independence from 
the Soviet Union in 1991 and the last forest 
monitoring (inventory) was conducted in the 
middle of 80-es. Thus GIZ decided to develop 
a new forest monitoring methodology, which 
is especially needed after the reform of general 
forest management system and changes in the 
forestry code of Tajikistan. This was imple-
mented by involving the international con-
sulting companies such as “ForestEye” who sup-
ported the State Forestry Agency of Tajikistan 
on elaboration of forest inventory methodology 
for the whole country. This methodology is now 
widely used by State Forestry Agency for forest 
monitoring and reporting. Currently we are 
working together with experts from “ForestEye” 
on the development of a methodology for forest 
cover mapping using remote sensing materials. 
In this regard Forest expert program provided 
me a good opportunity on being directly based 
in the “ForestEye” office which provided us a 
possibility to discuss operationally any issues we 
face in the process of our work.

I was starting my traineeship in “ForestEye” 
with the presentation of the current status and 
ongoing activities of forest monitoring in Tajik-
istan. Unfortunately my time with “ForestEye” 
was very limited and after the presentation we 
agreed on a certain specific tasks that we could 
implement during this timeframe. The tasks 
include possibilities of application of open 

source remote sensing software for forest mon-
itoring and introduction to “OpenForris” soft-
ware for forest inventory and data management. 
Dr. Paul Magdon and Dr. Lutz Fehrmann have 
a long term experience on working with open 
source software. Within this time I got a very 
good training on this topic. We agreed to con-
tinue our collaboration and discussed some 
potential future prospective of our joint activ-
ities.

Northwest German forest research institute 
(21.09.2016)
The Northwest German forest research institute 
(NW-FVA) was founded on 1st of February, 
2006 as a joint institute state research organiza-
tion for Hessen, Lower Saxony and Saxony-An-
halt. The NW-FVA is responsible for applied 
forest research and for advising forest owners 
under all ownership titles in the participating 
states. The institute supervises the experimental 
sites in the subordinated areas and in addition 
it is responsible for the continuation of old 
Prussian experimental trial series in the partic-
ipating states. I was mainly visiting department 
of forest protection as it is also responsible for 
remote sensing and GIS analysis. The task of 
the department of forest protection is to pre-
vent forest damage through the development 
and implementation of concepts for integrated 
forest protection. The concepts developed 
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through practical research, are accessible to all 
forest owners. Mr. Christoph Fischer amiably 
shared with me the results of recent studies con-
ducted by his research institute. I have identified 
a lot of new ways of geodata management.

Chair of forest inventory and remote sensing 
(26.09.2016 – 30.09.2016)
The last week of my traineeship I spent in the 
Chair of forest inventory and remote sensing of 
the faculty for forest science and forest ecology 
in the University of Göttingen. The prior meth-
odology for forest cover mapping in Tajikistan 
was based on RapidEye images, which are quite 
expensive and there are strict rules on distribu-
tion. Fortunately nowadays there are many dif-
ferent sources of RS material, which can be used 
for free under a certain conditions. In the Chair 
of Remote sensing faculty with the support of 
Dr. Hans Fuchs I was analyzing different sources 
of satellite images for conducting a forest cover 
mapping and forest monitoring. Dr. Hans Fuchs 
used to make up a forest cover mapping for 
different type of forest using Sentinel images, 
provided by ESA (European space agency) 
and by that time he had quite good experi-
ence with it. The sentinel satellite mission was 
launched in 2014 and provide a polar-orbiting 
multispectral high-resolution images for land 
monitoring, such us imagery of vegetation, soil 
and water cover, inland waterways and coastal 
areas. Sentinel-2 can also deliver information 
for emergency services. Since I had a constants 
support from Dr. Hans Fuchs as well as from 
Paul Magdon and Lutz Fehrmann during the 
processing of images we achieved fruitful results 
using mentioned images. These results will be 
further used for forest cover mapping of the 
whole Tajikistan. At the same time I was con-
ducting other remote sensing and GIS analysis 
for forestry which helped me a lot afterwards.

German Forest Society (27.09.2016)
Simultaneously during my traineeship in the 
host institutions I also joined a couple of excur-
sions to forests organized by the German Forest 
Society. We had a wonderful tour to Gottingen 
city forest where I got an impression about dif-
ferent management models of forest. During 
its long history, the City Forest of Gottingen 
has been shaped by the great responsibility the 
city has shown towards its own forest since the 
middle of the last millennium. As early as in 
1920s, an astoundingly modern close to nature 
forest management was introduced. We had 
a chance to compare different management 
models that were in place. Due to the long 
lasting close to nature management model, the 

forest is consisting mainly of natural species 
such as Beech and Ash mixed with maple. This 
type of forest is obviously more resilient and 
productive in the long run. The mentioned for-
ests with different models are growing on sep-
arate experimental sites which allow to clearly 
identify the differences. They are also used as a 
demonstration plots for the students and other 
interested groups. Mr Martin Levin, the local 
forester, kindly provided me the example of 
forest management plans in which I was mainly 
interested in. I will further use them on my 
work as an example of sustainable management.

In my leisure time I have also visited many 
interesting places where I got a good impres-
sion about the traditional and cultural values 
of Germany. I was visiting traditional festivals 
in Bavaria and met a lot of interesting people. 
Mr. Marcus Kuhling and Ms. Sabine Schreiner 
organized me an excursion to Hessen where we 
were observing red deer in the forest which was 
an unforgettable impression for me.

The Forest Expert Program provided me 
good opportunities to visit Germany in order to 
examine different methods of sustainable man-
agement. Visiting of the host institutions helped 
me to identify the potential ways of possible 
cooperation with them as well as I obtained a 
lot of documentation and distribution mate-
rials about the specific topics, which was very 
helpful for me afterwards. Taking this opportu-
nity I would like to express my gratitude to the 
host Institutes for their hospitality and for the 
time that they allocated to me. I truly believe 
that the gained knowledges and learnt experi-
ence obtained during the mission will help me 
to tackle above mentioned issues of the forest 
sector in my home country.

p watching red deer
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Mining, Reforestation and Hunting
by Starford Mvula, Zambia, October 2016

This report describes the activities of my visit 
to Germany from 15th October-6th November 
2016.This program was sponsored by the Forest 
Expert Program funded by the German Federal 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture.

Introduction to German Forests and Professional 
hunting
During my first day in Germany, the first 
activity conducted by Dr.Nils Redde from Fit-
soil was the introduction to German forests and 
professional hunting. I learnt that, Germany 
belongs to the most densely wooded countries 

in Europe covering one third of the nation with 
forests. Secondly I learned about hunting as one 
of the forest management tools to protect young 
plants against wild animals. The other thing I 
discovered was that German forest are shaped 
by humans specifically for production. The 
main tree species are Douglas fir, Spruce, Beech, 
Oak, Larch, Pine and other deciduous trees and 
mainly in mixed forest stands. These forests are 
owned by the state and private communities. 
Private forest owners sometimes consult the 
state forest department to help them managing 
their forest and do the marketing.

Hunting is one of the management tech-
niques in the forests in order to prevent young 
trees from destruction from wild animals such 
as red and roe deer. In Zambia the major threats 
in the plantations are the wild fires because of 
the tropical temperature. My involvement and 
participation in the professional hunting was a 
good experience as this was a new technique 
in the management of forests. This activity was 
conducted in the evening after 5 pm.

Sustainable ways of thinning
Sustainable thinning is another technique 
used in the forest management. This technique 
involves the selection and identification of the 
good tree stands that are considered to be future 
trees. The trees adjacent to future trees with 
crowns growing towards the selected stands are 
cut to avoid competition. This activity is con-
ducted every five years and this gives advantage 
to the future stands to grow without any inter-
ference from others trees. The trees thinned are 
used for various purposes like paper production 
and other uses.

Cooperation between land owners
Fitsoil represented by Dr. Nils Redde and the 
State Forest Department were the major stake-
holders who facilitated this activity in both state 
forest and private forests. Mrs. Dietsche from 
the state forest department explained the roles 
the department plays in the private owned for-
ests. The Provincial State Forest Office showed 
me the state forest in Bonn and explained the 
history of the state forest and how forests are 
being managed. Collaboration between the 
state and the landowners, traditionally as well 
as nowaways.
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Practical exercise in wood utilization
Germany as one of the leading countries in 
Europe in terms of forests is also a major pro-
ducer of forest products such as fire wood, poles 
and timber. These forest products are utilized in 
a sustainable manner and in various industries 
such as timber for constructions, fire wood for 
warming houses, furniture and paper produc-
tion. Germany also exports forest products to 
some neighbouring countries.

German State Forest History and Organization
In the forest office of Bonn, the head Uwe 
Schölmerich explained the state of the forests 
in Bonn to me. After the verbal explanation 
he showed me the state forest and I learnt how 
effective state forests are managed in that area. 
During my visit in these forests I learnt that 
German people value the forests so much as 
they can be used in so many ways and various 
activities take place in forests, Forests provide 
firewood, harbouring water bodies, poles and 
habitats for wild animals. Uwe Schölmerich 
added a very interesting and unique service 
the forests play to the general public: German 
forests are used for recreation and are open to 
everyone be it state or private. People use them 
for relaxing, exercising, horse riding, cycling 
and enjoy the nature.

Open Cast Mining and Recultivation Process.RWE
The open cast mining is the system of mining 
where the ground earth is opened until minerals 
are found underground. After the minerals are 
depleted the open pits are backfilled and reha-
bilitated to its usefulness. The host RWE AG 
represented by Gregor Eβer explained how the 
process of recultivation begins. I also visited 
one of the sites to experience how the process 
is being done. In the afternoon I joined Elmar 
Kampkötter in one of the former mining area in 
the recultivated forest within the RWE mining 
area. I saw how the young trees were performing 
in the former mining open pit. That included 
how soil erosion was being prevented through 
planting certain plant species to avoid running 
water sweep the top soil with nutrients.

Mining Practice in Open Cast Mining areas RWE
Before the end of the day I joined Jannis Boyan 
from the open cast mine planning who later 
showed me the open pit mining areas. He 
explained how conveyor belts operate from the 
badger to the final point. I was further taken 
to the biggest excavator on earth in the mining 
industry. Jannis introduced me to the two oper-
ators on site. Further he went on to explain how 
the machine operates and how much per ton-
nage it produces per minute. Later I was taken 
into the machine. That was one of the biggest 
achievements. I might have been the only guy 
from Africa who was allowed to climb the 
machine.
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Agriculture Recultivation RWE
The next day I had the opportunity to meet 
Michael Ortmann, an officer in charge of agri-
culture recultivation at RWE. Just like forest 
recultivation, different types of crops are planted 
in the recultivated land. The officer had time to 
explain everything before going in the field to 
see machinery working. In the late afternoon I 
met Gregor who is in charge of land use, stra-
tegic planning process of recultivation opera-
tional who further explained the strategies and 
processes applied in the recultivation before and 
in the process of utilizing the land in various 
manners.

Concept of nature protection, geological history 
of Eifel Mountains
The Forest officer of Bonn Uwe Deckert under 
the German State Forest of North Rhine West-
falia took up the task to teach me the concept of 
nature protection as an important tool to prevent 
nature from being disturbed. He spoke about 
the importance of conserving nature because it 
plays a bigger role not only to the human being 
but wild life as well and that included the his-
tory and geology of the Eifel mountains.

Mining, Land use of Vulcanious areas and German 
history of Koblenz
The mining, land use of vulcanious areas and 
the history of Koblenz was taught by Björn 
Schäfer who took me in one of the museums 
where there were demonstrations of how vol-
canoes work and how the formation of the hot 
magma happens. I learnt the mining started in 
the old days and techniques including the hand 
tools they used for mining at that time. Under-
ground I learnt more about mining and learnt 
other things like how beer used to be brewed 
and kept underground.p Starford on the biggest excavator on earth
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Wild life in German
During my stay in German I had an opportu-
nity to get to know German wildlife and this 
activity was facilitated by Dr. Nils Redde. He 
explained to me the common animals and their 
behaviour and this was very interesting for me 
as I had opportunity to see some wildlife like the 
wild pigs and deers. In addition to that, I had an 
opportunity to visit the Zoo of Cologne.

Harvesting and Sustainable Management of 
Forests
The activity was undertaken by Fitsoilt hrough 
Dr. Nils Redde and it was from 07:00-19-00.This 
was one of the good experiences in Germany. I 
spent most of my time in the forest. This activity 
taught me a number of things as forests are very 
important and play an important role for both 
human and wildlife. This activity showed how 
to select and consider factors before harvesting 
takes place as there various uses of timber. The 
factors included were the type of tree to be for 
firewood, construction and paper production. 
This was applicable for both thinning purpose 
to allow future trees grows without disturbances 
and old tree specifically meant for different uses 
because they have grown and reached the age of 
harvesting.

Eifel National Park
The German Forest Society represented by 
Marcus Kühling facilitated the activity by taking 
all the orientation of the national park. In this 
category I learnt about the park management 
and interacted with so many people. I learnt 
about how different types of animals are taken 
care of and how it has added value both to local 
people and those from outside like me.

Profession hunting
Hunting was the last activity in which I took part 
one day before leaving Germany and this was 
interesting. I had never seen such a big group of 
hunters in my life. The hunting lasted for three 
hours and four to five wild pigs were shot at that 
time. According to professionals hunters this 
amount was small compared to the past hunting 
with thirty wild animals per day. Nevertheless 
for me that was a success because in my life and 
in my country I have never participated in a 
hunt before and that was my first time to see an 
organized group of hunters before.

Achievements
The experiences from Germany were very ben-
eficial to be implemented to my home land 
Zambia. All the host institutions including the 
people I met supported me positively and I 
enjoyed cordial relationship rendered to me.

Challenges
In every new place there are challenges because 
of the nature of the environment. During the 
first days it has been very difficult for me to 
adapt to European weather as was very cold 
every day. The other thing was the language, but 
despite all these challenges things started get-
ting normal and better as days went on until the 
last day of departure on 6th November 2016.

Conclusions
During my stay in German everything went on 
smoothly, I never faced problems to affect my 
stay. People were good, there were no cases of 
discrimination and I hope there will be another 
opportunity for me to visit Germany. Lastly I 
would like to thank the sponsors like the Forest 
Expert Program, the President and Dr. Nils 
Redde. q Starford and his 

hostfamily Redde

p from the left: the driver of the harvester, Starford 
and Marcus Kühling (DFV)
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More than a professional exchange
by Lela Kakhniashvili, Georgia, August 2017

As part of my internship in August 2017, I got to 
know the forest management system and forest 
planning in Germany. For this I spent a month 
in various institutions in the three federal states 
of Saxony-Anhalt, Hesse and Lower Saxony to 
see the processes of forest management and 
learn more about sustainable management.

Germany has a long history in forestry and 
a great advantage over many years of forest 
development according to the principles of sus-
tainability. As a young professional, I was very 

interested in what this system is based on and 
what the basis of forest management is. Despite 
constant communication with German forestry 
professionals in Georgia, my idea about the 
German forests and their management was very 
superficial, or better said: Theoretical informa-
tion can never replace practical experience. I 
think that‘s exactly what the Forest Expert Pro-
gram aims to do: give young people a chance to 
gain valuable practical experience.

My internship started in the forestry office 
Ostharz in the Landesforstbetrieb Saxony-An-
halt. The forestry office Ostharz with its moun-
tainous relief and its natural management is 
similar to the natural situation of the Geor-
gian forest. Many forestry measures could be 
planned according to the German method, eg. 
the data recording.

In Saxony-Anhalt and in Lower Saxony and 
Hesse, I learned a lot about operational plan-
ning, control of timber harvesting, forestry con-
cepts, care and control of private forests, forest 
protection, nature conservation criteria and 
much more. This experience always consisted 
of theoretical and practical elements, and that 
helped a lot to understand the new impressions.

The wide program of my internship has 
enabled me to see that despite small differ-
ences between the federal states, the organi-
zational structures are similar. Transferring 
responsibility and management to forestry level 
increases the flexibility of operations manage-
ment. Such an organization would also be desir-
able in Georgia.

In addition to classic activities in the 
forest, it was interesting to discuss new proj-
ects. I found the GreenGain project particularly 
exciting, which was presented in the Chamber 
of Agriculture in Hanover. This focuses on 
mobilising biomass from public land and pro-
moting its use of energy. Landscaping is a major 
problem in Georgia, especially when it comes 
to private ownership – much biomass is simply 
burned and wasted, such projects can achieve 
pretty good results.

Apart from professional development, I 
have learned a lot about German culture and 
tradition. I visited historic towns like Quedlin-
burg, barbecued with German foresters and I 
went hunting for the first time in my life. I was 
particularly tempted to walk on the treetop path 

q Lela Kakhniashvili on 
the road with Hans Schat-
tenberg in Saxony-Anhalt 
for two weeks
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in the Hainich National Park where I could 
observe trees from above.

I would like to thank the German Forest 
Society and the BMEL, who gave me many valu-
able experiences, contacts and friendships with 
this internship. I thank all the foresters I have 
met. They have always tried to communicate 
not only their professional experience but also 
cultural and traditional aspects. Special thanks 
to my host families, where I was accepted as a 
family member.

The Forest Expert Program, combined 
with all the traditional and cultural elements, 
was for me much more than just a professional 
exchange!

p Forest Experts from Indonesia, Uruguay and Georgia visit the BMEL in Bonn .

p Narrow-gauge railway in the Harz mountains
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My experiences in the German Forests
by Carla Ocano, Uruguay, August 2017~

I live in Paysandú, a town in northern Uruguay. 
I work as a Technical Adviser in the Forest Man-
agement Division of the Department of Forestry 
(DGF) of the Uruguayan Ministry of Livestock, 
Agriculture and Fisheries (MGAP). With a 
burning ambition to improve my knowledge in 
Forest Management, I applied to participate in 
the Forest Expert Program in 2017 in Germany.

The first three weeks of my internship I 
spent in Lower Saxony, surrounded by forest 
and heathland, in the Natural Park Lüneburg 
Heath. It was August so I could see the won-
derful purple blooming of the heathland.

The team of the Forest Expert Program 
and with different institutions which I visited, 
designed a very detailed and well organized 
schedule of activities according to my work and 
expectations.

First day. General task. Forest Management & 
nature conservation planning Implementation 
of Forest management Planning (FMP) into the 
Annual Work Plan
The first three weeks of my stay in Germany 
were in the Forest District Sellhorn and the 
person who guided me all the stay was Mr. Lutz 
Kulenkampff the Forestry Office Head. Sell-
horn is one of 24 districts of Lower Saxony State 

Forest (Niedersächsische Landesforsten, NLF). 
In this case the forest management is partner in 
the conservation area of the Lüneburger Heide.

Lower Saxony State Forest manages the 
forests in order to fulfil the three important 
functions of forest: production, protection and 
recreation. The principle of sustainability is the 
one that prevails in forest management, the use 
must be in such a way that not more wood is 
harvested than it grows in a defined time, in 
order to guarantee the continuity of the forest.

The State Forests work with the long-term 
Ecological Forest development program estab-
lished in 1991 by the Lower Saxon government 
and which is called “LÖWE”. This program have 
clear commitments. I think that kind of pro-
gram should be repeated in more countries.

The legal framework was also explained. For 
example Nature Conservation legislation in all 
levels: European, Federal, and State. The same 
with environmental legislation and hunting leg-
islation on Federal and State level.

Lower Saxony State Forest has a regional 
and local planning, the local office is supposed 
to integrate the superior planning ideas into the 
next level of planning. It is an organizational 
model that has proven to be efficient, and can be 
taken as a reference.

Forest management cycle has two important 
parts, planning and implementation. The com-
pany works with a 10 years Forest Management 
Plan (FMP), which is focused on each district 
and for each area. Before this, the company 
organizes the forest inventory.

The timber production in Germany has a 
very long history, even more than 100 years, 
so it’s very important get a good planning and 
include all the variabilities, for example some 
climate change models are used. In this plan it 
is decided how much timber the company will 
get, how many hectares have to be reforested, 
and the work that will be taken in the protected 
areas.

At the moment to define the Forest Man-
agement Planning (FMP), forest site mapping is 
the key tool for silvicultural decisions. Soil, cli-
mate, and vegetation conditions are analyzed in 
this mapping procedure. With all this informa-
tion the site classification map is made.

At the end of the work the FMP contains 
a report of planning procedure, inventory 
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records, intervention program, main results 
including all information related to the annual 
cut allowed and the maps.

The topic of the 3rd day was environmental edu-
cation. Volker Wehde is responsible for the Lüne-
burg Heath House Ehrhorn.
In House Ehrhorn different options of capaci-
tation and stay are given. Students of about 14 
years can stay there for a week or for a day. The 
idea of the educational program started after the 
second world war. The students who participate 
in the program do different activities related to 
the forest and the nature. Each forester has to 
teach and take care for a maximum of 8 stu-
dents.

Day 4. Forest management & nature conservation 
planning. Control & monitoring regeneration 
areas. (Lower Saxony State Forest)
A lot of field trips were done during the stay 
in Sellhorn, in the protected area of Lüneburg 
Heath, as in other areas. One of it was a visit to 
regeneration areas.

A natural regeneration management was 
explained in an area with 150 years old pine, a 
thinning was done and 25 % of the trees are left 
in the field. In this case the management was 
right because this gives more light to the seeds, 
the results are very good.

The procedure in this management: after 
the cut, a landplane moves the soil; there is a 
very special soil here, sandy and on the surface 
all the organic material that the Pinus produces 
very acid. After the landplane makes a line, the 
seeds can grow on the mineral soil. As it could 
be seen in the field the regeneration in this case 
has been very good. Natural regeneration is a 
valid option instead of planting trees.

The cut was made in 2007, and the regen-
eration trees are almost one metre high. In this 
particular condition of the soil, the natural 
regeneration is the best option.

Case 2: area with similar soil condition. The 
cut was made in 2012, there were less regenera-
tion trees than in case 1. This could be the result 
of lack of light, or because they need more time 
to grow.

Case 3: Pinus cut leaving 50 % of the trees. 
The soil is a little bit better than the others. In 
this place it is accurate to plant deciduous trees 
to get a better and resilient forest. In this case 
the plantation was with Fagus sylvatica in order 
to get a mixed forest. There is less light than in 
the first case but this is not a problem because 
Fagus can tolerate the shade very well.

Here we can see the problem with deer, they 
eat the new leaves of Fagus trees and cause trees 

with a bad shape. This was the first estimation 
because the hunt is so closely related to affor-
estation.

Day 5. Wood library, Wood technology in Ham-
burg. Interventions in nature and landscape, 
compensation areas.
In the Thünen Institute in Hamburg I visited 
Dr. habil. Gerald Koch, from the management 
of the scientific wood collection and the wood 
anatomic laboratory.

The global commercialization of wood, and 
wood products have to be controlled in order 
to avoid timber from CITES-protected tree spe-
cies, exceeding exploitation of important trop-
ical trees. For this it is necessary to have reliable 
control mechanisms.

The Thünen Institute also works for cus-
tomers guarantees, searching if the species in 
the wood products are the same that appear in 
the declaration of the products.

The competence center is able to determine 
wood samples accurately at the genus or species 
level and can check claims on the geographical 
origin of an increasing number of tree types.

I was also informed about FLEGT stands 
for Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and 
Trade. The EU FLEGT Action Plan was estab-
lished in 2003. It aims to reduce illegal logging 
by strengthening sustainable and legal forest 
management, improving governance and pro-
moting trade in legally produced timber.

In the afternoon we visited a compensation 
area. This management is provided by the act 
of conservation and management of landscape 
from July 2009. This compensation is done by 
the request of the Hamburg city, because some 
infrastructure harming nature is being made 
there.

The compensation zone has to be in a spe-
cific area, previously defined and can be a new 
plantation or a restoration of another area, 
but has to be in the same zone where the new 
intervention is taking place. The land can be 
from the company which makes the new dis-
turbance or the state. The size does not have 
to be exactly the same, it’s important that a 
compensation works. In this case the city of 
Hamburg pays the Lower Saxony Forest Com-
pany to design and do the job. In this partic-
ular case the chosen area was modified by the 
man changing the water dynamic in the area, 
so the objective of this work is to recuperate 
this characteristic.

To define the management of this area the 
company works in four different maps. First the 
historical map ( from 1770), which shows that 
in the area were a lot of drainage ditches to get 
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the soil dryer, the water went faster to the river 
but with less quality. Secondly the topographic 
map, to know the constructing possibilities of a 
new way for the water. Thirdly a map with the 
actual situation of the site. And finally the map 
with the target situation, how it is supposed to 
be restored this place, and in what time.

Day 5. Environmental Education
A day in Waldpädagogikzentrum (WPZ) Lüne-
burg Heath, Forest experience centre Ehrhorn 
with Annika Böhm, the head teacher.

The infrastructure in the centre is useful for 
an interactive education, very interesting for 
both adults and children. There is a walk on the 
discovery trail consisting of 18 stops. This trail 
installed by the Lower Saxony State Forestry 
Commission should bring to the visitor more 
closely in line with the landscape of the Ehrhorn 
area and help the ecological education.

Day 6. Implementation of Forest management 
Planning (FMP) into the Annual Work Plan, 
 Control & monitoring
Different concepts were explained to under-
stand the forest situation, like the concept of 
historical forest coming from the map of 1776. 
It is the reference for the new management. The 
actual places of forest show a particular charac-
teristic and a special management. Paleontolog-
ical studies have been done to know what spe-
cies were in the zone, and the proportion. Due 
to these studies it is known what species came 
back after glacial era.

Thanks to this information, a map of how 
the landscape would be in whole Lower Saxony 
without human intervention. Also required are 
maps of models of precipitation and tempera-
ture.

Days 7 and 8 . Organization of private forest 
owners, Management of middle scale private 
forests
Meeting with Lower Saxony Forest Owners 
Association (Waldbesitzerverband Nieder-
sachsen, WBV), meeting with Mrs Miriam 
Kleinschmit, the Managing Director and Mr 
Norbert Leben, the president.

This forest owner organization is lobbying 
and influencing in Lower Saxony. The WBV 
goals are inviolability of state and property, 
freedom in management, right of self govern-
ment. The members are 61 % none state forests, 
individual owners, but also forestry associa-
tions, forestry cooperatives and municipal for-
ests.

Among the duties of WBV are press 
work, organization of fieldtrips, conferences, 

informing the members about current legisla-
tion and related forest news.

The main topics in WBV assemblies are 
game, new laws, insurance for forest, compensa-
tion for forestry restrictions, conservation areas, 
water and resource management, timber, spon-
sor-ship for owners.

Private forest owners have different size of 
forest, but most of them possess less than 5 ha. 
The association helps them to organize the dif-
ferent management in the forest in order to be 
more profitable.

In Germany there are different kinds of 
organizations or cooperatives, in this case, to be 
part of the organization it is completely volun-
tary.

The main characteristics of private owners 
is the size of the land, there are a lots of owners 
with small size forests, some have less than one 
hectare.

For the field work, they organize 2 zones, 
each one is managed by a forester. Each for-
ester gives advice to and controls more than 
100 owners. Before any intervention, it must 
be approved by the owner, so the forester has 
one very good and fluent relationship with the 
owners. The owner always decides what to do. 
All the management is coordinated by the for-
ester in the way to use the machines (property 
of the company) in an efficient way. And also, to 
get better prices for the timber.

Day 10. Annual Work Plan District Busschewald 
(Lower Saxony State Forest)
Discuss the Annual Work Plan of the District 
Busschewald with Mr. Paul Uckermann respon-
sible for operational management in the Forest 
District Sellhorn and Mr. Lutz Kulenkampff.

The FMP has to be implemented for ten 
years in the annual plan, for this a meeting is 
held with the local forester and the person 
responsible for operation and the Forest Depart-
ment Director. The meeting to adjust the annual 
management plan defines the management for 
each stand.

Discussing the results and experiences of 
the last year, the future plantations, species, 
density, the harvest, the volumes the log length 
are some of the topics.

Day 11. Meeting at Federal Forest
I was received by Mr. W Loewe. This company 
works as a private company, but still has a rela-
tion with the national government.

Most of the land that the company manages 
was the property of the Ministry for Defence, 
nowadays they rent that land for military 
training. Areas not used for military purposes 
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have productive or conservation purpose. Areas 
used by the military are characterized by the 
very low intervention and are of high ecological 
value, like moors, forest and open areas.

Natural environments are managed 
according to the needs of different land users. 
The Federal Forest Division supervises plans for 
Natural 2000 protected areas, too.

The Forest Division provides services that 
include specific land management, inventories, 
and technical plans. As well as services such as 
production and sale of timber, game manage-
ment, hunting sale and hunting permits.

Day 12. Forest tree seeds, contract production of 
seed-lings, Natural Forest Management
Visit to Lower Saxony Forestry Office Oerrel 
(fsb Oerrel) and meet Olaf Schöne responsible 
for the controlled labor supply and plant distri-
bution.

The fsb Oerrel is responsible for the har-
vesting and marketing of forest seeds in Lower 
Saxony. FSB Oerrel can provide seeds of a lot of 
different tree species, which are subject to the 
forest propagation law.

The FSB has contracts with tree nurseries, 
provides the safety of seeds and controls the 
protection of the origin.

Day 13. Nature Conservation, Transition Zones 
Wood and Heathland (Lower Saxony State Forest)
I went on a field trip with Oliver Richter, the 
responsible person for forest ecology and nature 
conservation. The topics were Nature Conser-
vation, transition zones wood and Heathland 
nature reserve Lüneburger Heide. In this field 
trip I was shown how protected area and resto-
ration areas are managed.

Near Walderlebnis Ehrhorn, some grass-
lands and dunes are kept open without trees so 
that the species that live in this ecosystem will 
continue living there.

The transition zones are very important 
in Lüneburger Heide, these areas are between 
forest and heath land. The objective is that 
the change from the forest to the heath is not 
abrupt, so as to protect specific species.

Another field trip was to explain a resto-
ration of a stream where soil erosion changes 
the natural flow, the recommended manage-
ment is to add little stones to reduce erosion 
within ecological consistency.

Day 14. Supervision and support of privately 
owned forests in Lower Saxony
Visit of the Chamber of Agriculture in Lower 
Saxony Hannover; the meeting was with Martin 
Hillmann, Head of Department for Forestry, 
Assessment, Forest Inventory Spatial Planning 
and Nature Conservation.

Mr. Hillman explained that the Chamber of 
Agriculture carries out numerous tasks in the 
sovereign sphere. This includes the implementa-
tion of laws and regulations; the administrative 
management of tasks in the state agricultural 
promotion. The Landwirtschaftskammer also 
performs the tasks of the agricultural authority, 
controlling other public and state bodies in 
Lower Saxony.

Day 15. Supervision and support of privately 
owned forests in Lower Saxony
Chamber of Agriculture Forest Office Südnied-
ersachsen  – Hildesheim; Michael Degenhardt, 
supervision and support of privately owned for-
ests in Lower Saxony

The main tasks were explained: forestry 
advisory service, planning of logging opera-
tions and reforestation. Management of logging 
timber marketing, timber measurement, assess-
ment of timber quality, negotiation of timber 
sale. Consulting of forest owner association and 
private forest owners to obtain public subsidies 
for reforestation, forest road construction.
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Day 16. Presentation of ArcGis. New applications. 
Field trip supervision and support of privately 
owned forests
Mr. Hillman thought it was best to go to the 
company that provides the camera with the GIS 
program to learn about the GIS application. A 
meeting was held at ESRI Deutschland GmbH, 
with Mr. Lutz Ernesti, Account Manager, Team 
Energy & Industry. At this meeting, the Arc-Gis 
was presented as a tool for forest management, 
and a very recent new update to the program, 
and its new applications.

Day 17. Introduction to Forestry in Germany.
Meeting in German Forest Society (DFV) in 
Göttingen; Mrs Sabine Kühling, Coordinator 
Forest Expert Program and Marcus Kühling, 
Managing Director of Deutscher Forstverein 
e.V. The topics were introduction to Forestry 
in Germany, the organization of DFV, the main 
objectives and duties.

I also visited the University Goettingen and 
met Mrs Jutta Hohlstamm from the faculty of 
Forestry and Forest Ecology. The topics were 
the forestry related study program, and the TIF 
(Tropical and International Forestry program)

Day 18. Introduction to the Forest related work in 
the BMEL
Meeting in the Federal Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture (BMEL) in Bonn. Three ministry 
officials made their presentations as an intro-
duction to the forest related work in the Min-
istry. Thorsten Hinrichs: Policy Advisor, Euro-
pean and International Forest Policy., Friedrich 
Schmidt, the responsible person for national 
forest inventory in the Ministry, Dr. Aljoscha 
Requardt: Policy Advisor, European and Inter-
national Forest Policy.

First the principal characteristic of the forest 
in Germany as total forest area, distribution, 
categories of forest ownership in Germany were 
explained. Afterwards I was informed about the 
institution, its structure and the responsibili-
ties. The National Forest Inventory gives essen-
tial information about the status of the forest. It 
must be repeated every ten years. Then the result 
of the inventory are public, the last data of the 
2012 inventory are published on the web site.

Day 18. Wood and Forestry Competence Center 
Forest Genetics and Forest Plant Breeding
Visit of the State Enterprise Sachsenforst (Sta-
atsbetrieb Sachsenforst), where I met Mr. Klaus 
Kuehling, head of the office of the management at 
Wood and Forestry Competence Centre in Pirna.

Amongst the duties of the enterprise is 
giving advice and support to private forest 

owners. The enterprise promotes the sustain-
able forest management, and the forest as a 
recreation place for the population. Wood and 
Forestry Competence Centre is a practical ori-
ented experimental and research institute for 
the entire Saxon forest.

I met Dr. María del Carmen Dacasa 
Rüdinger, officer in Forest Genetics and Forest 
Plant Breeding. She introduced the project in 
the area of genetic and forest plan breeding.

We made a tour to the research green house 
and testing areas. Plant nurseries, seed labora-
tories and genetics were visited. I was explained 
the experiments in eco-physiology that are 
being carried out at the moment, fundamentally 
experiments of drought stress on different spe-
cies.

Day 19. Environmental monitoring and forest 
condition survey. Long term observation plot
Field trip with personnel from the department 
of soil science of Public Enterprise Sachsenforst. 
Frank Jacob, expert in soil monitoring in the 
Wood and Forestry Competence Centre, pre-
sented the permanent observation area, envi-
ronmental monitoring and forest condition 
survey.

Day 20. Saxony forest owners’ association
I met Prof. Dr. Andreas W. Bitter, executive 
director of the institute of Forest economics 
and forest management planning and holder 
of the Chair of Forest Management Planning. 
He is also chairman of the board of Saxony 
forest owners’ association (Sächsischer Wald-
bestzerverband). The professor explained the 
structure of forest owner ship.
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What I have learned about German Forest
In all the institutions and even when the people 
talk, it is very noticeable how valuable forests 
are for people in Germany. Germans love their 
forest and care about it, the forest is in the cul-
ture, in the literature, in the history and in their 
daily life. Having some forest, even a small one, 
is a signal of prestige. Here a natural protected 
area is managed, and with good results. Nearly 
all foresters have a license to hunt. For me, this 
was a very peculiar activity, in my country the 
people who hunt, do it only like a sport.

Currently the forests in Germany are in a 
very good condition, the non-sustainable cut 
has been stopped and the monospecific forest 
is becoming a mixed forest with the integration 
of deciduous species. All this demonstrates the 
great contribution and good results of the legis-
lation used, in addition to the correct adminis-
tration of the new management companies.

The diversity of forest property is a challenge 
for the administration and regulation because all 
of them have different needs and managements. 
All these different actors have demonstrated to 
have a good relationship and have good mecha-
nism to get the common target.

The education program of Lower Saxony 
State Forest proves to work well. The introduc-
tion of different didactic methodologies used 
by someone can be adapted to other conditions 
and is very useful.

The Lower Saxony State Forest respects the 
13 guiding principles of the LÖWE program to 
define all the forest management. It is an excel-
lent example of conservation by using the cor-
rect management of the forest.

All the management types seen in Germany 
are characterized by having a long-term vision. 
In dealing with forests this is very important 
because the productive times are long, the 
lesson I learned is that a correct strategy cannot 
be obtained without a long-term vision, which 
should then be transferred to the management 
plans.

Compensation plans were presented in dif-
ferent companies, in which the “interventionist” 
causing some disturbance in the forest, or in the 
environment is forced to carry out a foresta-
tion, reforestation or a management to promote 
the good ecological characteristics of the forest 
in order to compensate the negative effects. 
We learnt the importance given to forests and 
their services.The concept of sustainability was 
created by a German and is strongly rooted in 
the production processes observed. All stake-
holders in the sector use it as a basic rule when 
working with forest.

What I take with me
The first thing to emphasize about my training 
stay in Germany are the people. During a month 
I visited different companies where I was always 
received in a very cordial way. Even leaders or 
managers of areas, including the presidents 
of associations dedicated a little of their valu-
able time to explain their work, everyone was 
looking for a way to answer my questions and 
provide me with reading materials. In particular 
Mr. Lutz Kulenkampff and Mrs. Sabine Kühling, 
they guided me throughout my stay in Germany, 
not only sharing all their extensive knowledge of 
their work areas but also with additional infor-
mation to make my stay as pleasant as possible 
in a country so far and different to mine.

During my stay I had the chance to partic-
ipate in several activities related to forest man-
agement in Germany, interacting with different 
institution and private companies. Thanks to 
these experiences, I realized that improving 
my knowledge and expertise in forest practices 
worldwide, is highly important to my profes-
sional development.

The training contents had different topics, 
which helped me to have a more holistic vision 
of the forest, with sustainable Forest Man-
agement emphasis and return to Uruguay to 
continue working within governmental insti-
tutions. In my country, these institutions still 
require professionals with higher education 
levels to improve their performance, especially 
in the forest area.

I keep on working on small towns, as I 
firmly believe that working with people is the 
way to make change happen. I look forward to 
use everything I learned in Germany, so I can 
make a positive contribution to my community.

Working in agronomic topics, forest or in 
rural areas used to be a men’s job, nowadays, 
while the differences have decreased, women 
still have far to go towards equal representa-
tion in agronomic related jobs and leadership. 
During my visit I could meet women working 
in topics related with forest, in different posi-
tions and activities, all of them role models for 
me. This was really inspiring, I hope to continue 
improving my training and in the future also be 
a reference for others.

In the future I would like to come back 
and be a part of a network of people who are 
working in forest and environmental issues. 
The experience gained, show me that to achieve 
the sustainable forest management, developing 
countries must learn from country with long 
term experiences.

p Carla in Tharandt
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Recultivation of former mining areas and 
sustainable forestry in North Rhine-Westfalia
by Rina Kristanti, Indonesia, August 2017 .  
Yayuk Siswiyanti, Indonesia, took part in the same activities

I am Rina Kristanti, Doctor Candidate from 
the Forest Faculty IPB University (Bogor Agri-
cultural University), Indonesia. I took part in 
the FEP in August 2017. It was supported by 
the DFV (German Forest Society) and the GIZ 
Forclime Indonesia Project. My position in the 
Ministry of Environment and Forestry Republic 
of Indonesia is Policy Analyst of Sustainable For-
estry Management. My main task in the office is 
to prepare materials for policy making to sup-
port sustainable forest management. I carry out 
several tasks in sustainable forest certification, 
development planning, MRV as well as giving 
technical assistance for the concessionaires in 
order to ensure that production forest utiliza-
tion is implemented by the concessionaires in a 
sustainable way.

After my FEP-stay, I continued my work on 
my doctoral research. The progress is one inter-
national journal at Jurnal Manajemen Hutan 
Tropika (Scopus index), 25 (1), 69-81 with the 
title of “Institutional Performance of Mining 
Reclamation in Forest Areas of East Kali-
mantan”. I also joined a 3 weeks course in Inter-
national Autumn Course 2019 in Kyoto Uni-
versity to disseminate my research result and I 
won the price of the best oral poster presenter in 
Graduate School Global Environmental Studies 
Kyoto International Symposium 2019. The topic 

I presented was the State of Mining Reclamation 
in East Kalimantan Forest Areas. Those publica-
tions and events are so important mining recla-
mation is very important for environment and 
forest sustainability.

In my opinion, joining FEP is very bene-
ficial for a technocrat like me as a policy ana-
lyst on sustainable forest management in the 
Ministry of Environment and Forestry of the 
Republic of Indonesia. It was also beneficial 
for my study related to institutional develop-
ment of mining reclamation in the forest area, 
since during the FEP, the mentors brought me 
to the mining reclamation site so I got the idea 
how other countries in particular Germany, 
managed their recultivation. My expectation of 
joining FEP was to enhance my knowledge and 
networks. This program is beneficial both for 
my academic and career prospective. The FEP 
definitely has been a very efficient and effective 
learning method from the experts to develop 
my practical work skills as a policy analyst in 
SFM. Moreover, I cherished the opportunity to 
enhance my practical work experience in Ger-
many institutions since it has developed the 
implementation of SFM.

My experience and impression about FEP is 
that the forest management in Germany based 
on its functions and designation is totally dif-
ferent from the concept in Indonesia. The con-
cept of forest management in Germany was 
very insightful for expanding my knowledge 
related to Forest Management Units (FMU), 
private forest domination in forest ownership, 
plantation structure and harvesting technology, 
development of new type of forest land utiliza-
tion, national park management and its infra-
structure development, coal mining and rec-
lamation management, timber trade, GIS and 
online timber trading and the Germans’ culture 
and their bonding with the forest. I was totally 
enriched by the source persons and the mentor 
during the program. Not only related to the for-
estry but also to the culture and food as well. It 
was so amazing! Thank you DFV, FEP, GIZ and 
source institutions and mentors who welcomed 
me warmly and shared the beneficial knowl-

p from the left:  
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edge to enhance my capacity to support SFM in 
Indonesia.

My impression about FEP is that the DFV, 
the host institutions, mentor and resource per-
sons were very professional and cooperative, 
the selected materials and field sites fitted with 
the participant’s interest, accommodation and 
transportation was impeccable, and Sabine as 
the coordinator was so professional and helpful 
on the program. Thanks a bunch Sabine and 
Markus Kühling! For inputs, I propose the DFV 
as well as GIZ to arrange and conduct regular 
joint meeting between FEP alumni, DFV, hosts 
and GIZ to update and widen the knowledge as 
well as develop a portal to connect all alumni 
and related stakehoders to create sustainable 
networking. I really wish all parties will keep in 
touch and maintain this network.

At last, I would like to dedicate high apre-
ciation to Deutscher Forstverein for hosting, 
arranging and sponsoring the training as well 
to GIZ FORCLIME Indonesia Programme 
(GIZ-FIP) for the partial sponsorship. High 
appreciation is also dedicated to the host insti-
tutions and teams including German Federal 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL), 
Ministry of the Environment and Conservation, 
Agriculture and Consumer Protection of North 
Rhine-Westphalia (MUNLV-NRW), Faculty of 
Forestry of the University of Göttingen, Forest 
Management Unit (FMU) of Rhein Sieg Erft, 
Ruhrgebiet Rheinelbe and Munsterland, Eifel 
National Park, Neheim Vocational Training 
Centre, City Forest Management of Gottingen, 
European Forest Institute, and Graflich Nessel-
rodesche Verwaltung Winterscheid. Last but 
not least, the participant would like to dedicate 
appreciation to the Ministry of Environment 
and Forestry Republic of Indonesia and to 
Department of Forest Management Faculty of 
Forestry IPB University for giving opportunity 
to the participant to join the Forest Expert Pro-
gram during conducting the doctoral program.
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Permanent Forests in Germany
by Tibor-Sándor Kádár, Romania, September 2017

Since 2008 I work for private forest management 
companies in Romania, in the eastern part of 
Transylvania. We are managing the forest prop-
erties of local communities, owners associations, 
private persons forest. I am assigned with forest 
regeneration and additionally corporate com-
munication, forest pedagogy, forest certification, 
project management and innovation.

Being a forester in Romania I was very 
enthusiastic to apply for a Forest Expert training 
experience in Germany. This was important to 
me because forestry in Romania but especially 
in Transylvania has the theoretical and practical 
bases in 19th century German Forest practices. 
German forestry is heading now towards the 
conservation of biodiversity and maintaining 
a stable ecological and environmental state in 
the frame of climate change, however forestry 
in Romania is changing also. This change is 
triggered by the implication of civil society and 
interested factors.

My professional interest is about nature 
close forest management practices and contin-
uous forest cover management system. These 
two professional objectives of mine are imple-
mented at a very high professional standard and 
competence in Germany. My primary objective 
was to experience these management systems 
and the possibility of implementation of parts 
of it in the Carpathian forests.

During my stay in Thüringenforst I had 
insight to a complex natural resource manage-
ment. My goals in this program was to experi-
ence from first hand and on site among forest 
practice all related activities, fields, stakeholder 
interests or other aspects which determine for-
estry or often conflict with foresters work. The 
experience was complex and started from the 
bottom practical level, accompanying foresters 
from the field to experience their daily tasks. 
Continuing with planning processes at mid 
organizational level up to decision making and 
strategic planning at top management and with 
umbrella organizations of forestry sector lob-
bying at federal level. This was complemented 
by related segments as research, education and 
business models. I was focused during my stay 
on fields and activities which are innovative, are 
missing or not working in Romanian practices. 
Among these are: training professional forest 
workers, strategic planning for forestry sector, 

business models, innovations, environmental 
educations, research on forest structure change 
in frame of global warming and scenarios for 
climate change, political lobbying.

Beside state forestry I was acquainted with 
the private forestry sector, nature conservation 
and professional organizations of foresters. I 
had the opportunity to meet, discuss and learn 
from very experienced people who are well 
known within the forest and nature conserva-
tion sector. An important goal for me was also 
networking, follow up and dissemination of 
the experience and the program opportunity 
among homeland forest professionals.

My FEP experience started with a short visit in 
the Hungarian state forest administration Pili-
siParkerdö AG, where the Thüringenforst del-
egation held an interesting training day about 
“Waldbau”. We were instructed about the main 
principles of “Dauerwald” (meaning permanent 
forest). This was one of my main professional 
interests. This system is very suitable for the 
region where I am practicing my profession.

My first experience through the FEP was 
Göttingen and all the forestry related aspects 
of it. I was accompanied by Sabine Kühling for 
a tour around the University of Göttingen. In 
the first evening I had the opportunity to have 
a long conversation with Mr. Johann Schreiner, 
director of the Alfred-Töpfer-Akademie for 
nature conservancy. The second day in Göt-
tingen I had an insight look of the German 
Forest Society’s work and staff. Later on I was 
visiting the Göttingen city forest, together with 
Mrs Kühling and the city forester Martin Levin.

Later on I had a very interesting conversa-
tion with Markus Kühling who is the CEO of 
the German Forest Society. I am also impli-
cated in Romania in the forest association’s 
work, this way every organizational example 
and knowledge was welcomed. We analyzed the 
possibilities of working together and launching 
exchange programs.

On September 6th I started my experience 
exchange in Thüringenforst. My first station was 
Sondershausen Forest office. Here I was assisted 
by the forest office director Mr. Uli Klüßendorf. 
He was guiding me to a very interesting tour in 
which we were touching subjects which had an 
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interest for me. He showed me the forest office 
center for forest pedagogy activities in Rathsfeld 
and the Kyffhäuserdenkmal.

Beside this we were immerged in the “Dau-
erwald” concept and analyzed this management 
system in two different forest types, one oak 
forest at age 45, first selection, and other beech 
forest age around 90 years. In the oak forest we 
analyzed the potential future trees and the den-
sity of them. Here the target diameter is 60 cm 
at breast height, this can be reached at the age 
of 240. In the beech forest we have seen a forest 
harvest process and could analyze the result of 
the cutting in Dauerwald system. It was very 
interesting to me seeing for the first time a wild 
specimen of service tree (Sorbus domestica) 
with mature fruits.

The next day I was accompanied by the local 
forester from Sondershausen Ralf Hubert. He 
showed me his forest district and all the activi-
ties he has to undertake in his regular workday. 
Because my main interest and subject of this 
exchange program was the continuous forest 
cover we were practicing all the day possible 
models of converting traditional forest stands 
to the Dauerwald system. During this practice 
I was instructed the basic rules of the transfor-
mation. All this rules are originating in the dif-
ference between the objectives of the two man-
agement systems. Some of the objectives are the 
following: to reduce maintenance costs of forest 
regeneration, to fulfill the multiple roles of the 
forest continuously (avoid open clearcuts) and 
the efficiency by relying on the potential of the 

characteristics of trees. For example a tree with 
large crown space will produce more timber due 
to the photosynthesis and all this biomass has 
to be incorporated to a very good quality stem, 
this way we can maximize the value production 
in forest. To see all these theories in practice was 
amazing. The forester from Hachelbich Revier 
was also reflecting continuously to the needs 
of market and the sustainability of the forestry 
sector. We were comparing the costs implicated 
by forest management and activities between 
the two countries and also the evolution of 
timber prices but also the demand, assortments 
and market trends in wood industry. All these 
aspects were important for me because one of 
my goal is to see new models in forestry and to 
convert traditional forestry to an economically 
viable model in my home.

The second day (Sept. 07) in Hachelbich 
Revier I was visiting the place of origin of 
Cooper beech a variety of beech which is with 
red leaves and is the source of the beech used in 
horticulture. Fagus sylvatica purpurea.

Later I was experiencing the mechaniza-
tion of the German forestry, together with the 
district forester we visited a road maintenance 
team, a wood chipper and a harvester, which 
was harvesting ash trees affected by a disease, 
Hymenoscyphus fraxineus is an Ascomycete 
fungus that causes ash dieback. This disease is a 
big challenge for the European forestry.

The harvester is a commonly used method 
for tree harvest but at a higher dimension. The 
trees are felled by Sondershausen’s own forest 
worker team. The wood transportation pro-
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cess was also an interesting process and very 
efficient, the transporter gets a permit which 
indicates the GPS coordinates of the woodpile 
to be transported. The simplicity and the trust 
was amazing for me, a forester coming from 
a country where wood transport is a difficult 
process due to the high rate of illegal harvest 
activity. In the meantime this difficult process 
has a huge administrative burden which gen-
erates high costs for wood industry and forest 
owner too in Romania. The district forester 
showed me details about the administrative 
work of a forester and parts of forest manage-
ment plan implementation, map use, reporting 
system etc.

On the last day in Sondershausen, I was 
acquainted with the management system and 
administration at a forest service office. Mr. 
Marko Auer, the head of forest management 
department, introduced me to the planning 
process of the forestry office (FoA) and the 
executive part.

On Friday, 08th of September, I was invited 
to participate to the jubilee gathering with the 
occasion of celebrating 5 years of Thüringen-
forst. At the anniversary meeting held in Erfurt 
Arena I had the opportunity to be introduced 
to Minister Brigitte Keller of the Land Use and 
Infrastructure Ministry of Thüringen. I had also 
the opportunity to change some words with the 
CEO and executive CEO of Thüringenforst Mr. 
Volker Gebhardt and Mr. Jörn Ripken. During 
this event I could experience a detailed organi-
zation of a professional event which gathered 
over 1300 colleauges from Thüringenforst.

On Monday, 11th of September, I was accom-
panied by Dr. Niepagen to the headquarters 
of Thüringenforst. Here I was guided through 
different departments in an attempt to learn as 
much as possible form organization and strategy 
of Thüringenforst. The general presentation 
of the company was made by Mrs. Katharina 
Pietzko. This was about analyzing the organiza-
tional chart, history of the company, facts and 
figures, mission of the company and presenta-

tion of the main departments and its leaders.
Afterwards Mrs. Pietzko and I had a 

meeting with Dr. Horst Sprossmann who is the 
head of Communication and media relation 
department. He presented the strategy of the 
department he leads and the need of this kind 
of activities in forestry. I was very interested of 
all this aspects because in my forestry office we 
work with private forest owners and local com-
munities, the proper and understandable com-
munication can take us more support on behalf 
of the local population. Also in Romania more 
and more people especially from the urban pop-
ulation are interested in what is happening in 
the forests. In order to have a comprehensible 
communication, foresters need to learn the 
techniques of this branch.

After the Communication and media 
department I was meeting with Mr. Sven Pase-
mann who is leading the new business models 
department. This conversation was at least so 
interesting like the former. Mr. Pasemann pre-
sented me a couple of new ideas. This was a kind 
of “think outside a box” department in which 
every business opportunity related to the forest 
was carefully analyzed and all aspects of possible 
implementation condition was taken in consid-
eration. The need of diversification of the activi-
ties of forestry business is imminent relaying on 
one domain is making the system vulnerable in 
face of economical reorientations. This is a gen-
eral problem of the European forestry sector, to 
diversify the business is a question of survival 
especially in a country like Romania where all 
of our income is from timber sales. Talking with 
Mr. Pasemann I had a first hand experience 
about possible ways to how a forest company 
should invest in new business models.

On the next day I met Mr. Christian Eberl, 
who is a private forest owner and a forest engi-
neer, too. During a practical day we had sev-
eral themes. Mr Eberl guided me through his 
forest estate and explained me how private 
forest sector is working and what are the obli-
gation and options of a private forest owner. 
The compensation system applied and the con-
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trol of the state, options of the owner to plant 
tree species with biodiversity or habitat value 
is recompensated by the state. I am a forester 
who is convinced about the importance of the 
hosted biodiversity in the forest and I think 
one of the most valuable parts of biodiversity 
is related to habitat trees, which often represent 
low economical value (large crowned trees with 
crooked stems or hollows in stems, dead parts 
etc.). I was happy to see that private owners 
have compensations if they keep these trees in 
the forest. I also had an insight to the organiza-
tion and structure of game and wildlife manage-
ment. The high number of fallow deer, red deer, 
roe deer, wild boar is causing serious damage to 
the young seedlings and makes impossible to 
regenerate other species than beech.

On Wednesday I was visiting Leinefelde 
Forest office where the central forest nursery is 
located. The head of forest office Mr. Eiger Kohl-
stedt was giving a tour through the nursery and 
the forest worker training center. The nursery 
was much bigger in the former times but with 
the new silvicultural system implemented nat-
ural regeneration is complete and the quantities 
needed to afforestation decrease constantly. The 
nursery is producing now complementary spe-
cies to diversify the species in the forest.

The forest worker training center is one of 
the companies training facilities. The trainees 
learn one day and work in the forest in the rest, 
a three years course needed to be a qualified 
worker and get a permit to work in the forest 
like a chainsaw operator. I also participated to 
a demonstration of felling trees. Later on the 
same day I was able to see in action the tree 
trimmer which is a complex machine with a 
big crane equipped with a processor head. This 
machine is able to cut down trees along roads 
and railway lines.

It has an advantage that thanks to the crane 
and processor head is able to hold and lay down 
the trees so that there are no branches or part 
of trees which fall at the roads. Even if it was a 
very expensive machinery it is able to work very 
efficient leaving the communication lines and 
roads intact this way delays can be avoided in 
the traffic.

The next day I visited Hainich National Park 
where I was accompanied by Dominik Maier, 
who is responsible for environmental educa-
tion. I was presented the national park his-
tory and participated at a thematic path walk 
together with a group of children. Later on 
I visited the canopy walk which was a unique 
experience. Mr. Maier presented me various 
researches which were undertaken by the staff 

of the national park in cooperation with other 
institutions. He also presented the beech forests 
in Hainich from which a part is listed in the 
Unesco World Heritage list since 2011.

In Bad Langensalza at the headquarter of 
the National park I met the team who is respon-
sible for the Natura2000 site overlapping the 
Hainich National Park. This was interesting for 
me because in my home office I was implicated 
in Natura2000 site management. In Hainich 
National park I had the opportunity to visit the 
National Park Center’s exhibition.

To continue my topic next day I had an 
appointment in Gotha at Thüringenforst 
Research and Competence Center. Here I met 
Mr. Frank Wittau who explained me the basic 
principles according to Natura2000 manage-
ment.

The following days I was accompanying a Hun-
garian group of foresters trough an experience 
exchange program. In this program we visited 
the training center form Gehren where we were 
attending a presentation about the forest road 
construction in Thüringenforst presented by 
Katharina Pietzko and Stefan Peschel. Road con-
struction and road network is one of the most 
important condition of an efficient forestry and 
the Dauerwald system. In this respect Thürin-
genforst is spending a considerable amount 
of money and resource to maintain and build 
new roads but also to have a competent team 
and logistic for this. The road system consists 
of 3 types of roads with different characteristics 
according to its use. The company is making 
effort to raise the average road density from 
26m/ha to 28 m/ha in ten years, this number in 
Romania is around 6 m/ha. The company is also 
taking serious steps to rebuild the old roads and 
to neutralize the former road coverage which 
may spill chemicals in soil. It is also worth to 
mention the rescue system in the forest, this is 
a concept based on codes along forest roads in 
this way in any emergency situation people just 
have to give the code from the roadside and the 
rescue team knows the exact location of it.

The next station we visited was the Frau-
enwald forest office where Hagen Dargel, forest 
office leader, and Karsten Rose, forester, where 
in 2007 Hurricane Kirill caused huge damages 
in just couple of hours.

The next station with the Hungarian group 
was Erfurt -Willerode forest office where Dr. 
Chris Freise, the forest office leader, was pre-
senting to us a forest part in Steiger where a 
young stand of about 30-35 year had the first 
intervention with tree signing. In this first step 
there were signed 60 future trees/ha. The forest 

p Canopy walk in the 
Hainich National Park
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part visited was the result of conventional regen-
eration and started to be converted to Dauer-
wald in the next decades. Following this we had 
the opportunity to visit one of the most compe-
tent forest offices Center Erfurt Willerode. Here 
in a pleasant atmosphere we were accompanied 
by one of the representatives of Land Use and 
Infrastructure Ministry of Thüringen Mr. Stefan 
Baier. The Erfurt Wilerode forest office has a 
very nice museum of forestry history and a 
pleasant Center building with lot of cultural her-
itage like wall paintings from the 18th century. 
The building served in the previous century also 
for forest department office. There is also a small 
shop selling venison products close to Erfurt. 
There is also a central log-yard for top quality 
veneer logs where regularly are held auctions 
for this logs from all over the Thüringenforst. 
The last station of the field trip with Hungarian 
colleagues was Heldburg forest office where we 
were guided by Lars Wollschläger forest office 
leader and Jens Freiberger forester. Here the two 
main topics were Dauerwald in oak forest and 
regeneration of oak under this management 
system and the structure change of even aged 
Spruce stands. In the oak forests we saw excel-
lent regeneration in two or three crown open-
ings and in case of the spruce stand conversion 
we checked direct sowing of fir seeds under the 
canopy of spruce.

On 21th of September I returned to Gotha 
and met Mr. Ingolf Proft form the research 
center. With him we were visiting various site 
to demonstrate the change in forest cover. 
Beside this I also visited some of the peat bogs 
and moors which can be found in Thüringer 
Wald, this natural marshlands are huge C02 
sinks, in this way protecting this marsh lands 
is a part of the climate change balance strategy. 
I was especially interested in climate scenarios 
and research undertaken for a proper climate 
change strategy. It was a huge surprise to see 
that in the frame of climate change Thüringen-
forst researchers have implemented research 
fields with silver fir plantations from various 
regions among them my home county Covasna. 
The strategy is to check how different genetic 
resources of silver fir behave. Among them were 
some originating from Carpathian Mountain 
valleys where the silver fir draw back since last 
Ice Age. The main concern is to develop and 
implement suitable practices in order to change 
the structure of even aged spruce monocultures. 
The age classes from 60 to 80 pure spruce stands 
are dominating the landscape and they are vul-
nerable in face of climate shift.

On the following day I stayed in Gotha and I 
was meeting Mr. Christian Rösner responsible 
for seed production and seed orchard manage-
ment. In my job I am responsible also for the 
management of seed orchards and the seed pro-
duction so it was interesting which are the main 
differences of the system. We were visiting some 
seed orchards and talking trough the whole 
processes. Among the seed orchards I visited a 
Hickory orchard but also a wild apple and wild 
pear too which were very exciting for me. After 
the orchard Mr. Rösner showed me the pro-
cessing facility with all the complex system and 
machinery. Unfortunately because the manage-
ment system of the forests is changing there is no 
need for so many seeds in this way the depart-
ment is going through hard times.

On Saturday I visited the Thüringen Private 
Forest Owners Association’s gathering where 
I met Justus Eberl a member of the board and 
could talk with him about the actual challenges 
of a private forest owner.

On 25th of September I met Prof. Detlef Schulze 
and we had an interesting day about his concept 
over the nature close forest and beech primeval 
forests. He was assisted by Dirk Fritzlar, office 
leader in Hainich-Werratal forest office and 
Andreas Biehl, forester. We were going through 
the Dauerwald system and its meaning and bene-
fits for wildlife and flora. In . Langula forest district 
under the assistance of Andreas Biehl we were 
presented the most important characteristics of 
the Dauerwald system, expected yield, crown 
space, characteristics of crown, target diameters 
for species, market demands, optimal harvest 
periods and of course the possibility to stock bio-
mass in forest. Later visited one of Prof. Schulze’s 
own forest in which he undertook forest struc-
ture change research. Prof. Schulze contested that 
pure beech forest represent a high value in bio-
diversity terms due to exclusive beech domina-
tion. In pure beech forests he claims all the other 
species are exterminated due to the aggressive 
behaviour and shade tolerance of seedlings of the 
beech. He also demonstrated through researches 
that 90 % of dead wood connected fauna is 
already present with small size dead wood. For 
me it was interesting to discuss with the professor 
because he owns forests in Romanian Carpathian 
Mountains not too far from where I live. It was 
interesting to hear his concept about Romanian 
forestry and forest ecology. I share his concept 
that every forest has to rely on various species 
and age classes that will strengthen its resistance 
to stress and climate change.
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The following day I met my fellow trainee col-
league in Forest Expert program Mr. Alfredo 
Rodriguez from Peru and he works for the 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenar-
beit GIZ. For me it was interesting to have an 
experience exchange with him about his home 
country and how forests are managed there 
which are the main challenges in that part of 
South America. Also the concept of GIZ was a 
very challenging idea for me, to have a Society 
working to promote experience exchange and to 
assist where knowledge and expertise is needed.

On 26th of September we met Wolf Ebe-
ling, managing direct of the German Forst-
wirtschaftsrat DFWR. This organization is 
representing the interests of forest owners and 
forest management staff on the federal level. It is 
a lobby organization whose task is to find politi-
cians and parties who are willing to assume the 
support of the most important initiatives of the 
forest society. We talked about their work and 
the challenges both global and national which 
they have to confront. There are a lot of partner 
organizations and is hard to find a commonly 
accepted commitment a big part of the energy 
is expended on internal communications. Later 
I had the opportunity to meet other members of 
the DFWR. Dr. Matthias Noack and president 
Georg Schirmbeck discussed issues which were 
interesting to me.

On the next day I participated the KWF The-
mentage with the topic of IT solutions in for-
estry. Regarding this event I had an insight 
about the efficiency what can be sourced from 
IT. I was attending this show in order to find 
solutions and potential support for issues we are 
confronted with at home.

On my last day of the Forest Expert program I 
was visiting the Albert-Bier-Stiftung, an inter-
esting ecological reconstruction project initi-
ated by August Bier in the first part of 20th cen-
tury. In the place of an over-used and clearcut 
pine forest the Professor started by the help of 
different methods to rebuild the soils capacity to 
maintain a healthy forest and introduced a range 
of species in order to complement functions. In 
the place you can now find a great variety of tree 
species and can conduct research at this place 
how they behave in order to drag conclusions.

I left Germany with a very good impression 
with the aim of strengthen my relations with 
those whom I met there, try to build up profes-
sional relations and use all the instruments of 
the European Community to tighten relations 
with my former hosts. I intend to disseminate 
my experiences in Thüringen and Germany 
through the Forest expert program to all the 
professional circles I am familiar with.

Conclusions
The Forest Expert program was a great opportu-
nity for me and filled a gap which I had no other 
way to fill in my professional progress. I thank 
all those people who made it possible to have 
this once in a lifetime experience. I covered all 
my interests during the program. My objectives 
to see a research based advanced forest practice 
which replies to the new challenges was ful-
filled. I am confident that with this experience 
I returned home with more competence and a 
clear view about what is to be done and where 
we have to start the hard work.
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From Peru to Germany, and heading Asia
by Alfredo Rodríguez Zunino, Peru, September/October 2017

One of my daily activities as a former senior 
advisor at the GIZ in Peru was to advise the 
National Forest Service (SERFOR) and other 
governmental agencies on how to enhance for-
estry governance between key stakeholders, 
institutional strengthening and facilitation in 
functional systems, support the process of devel-
oping national forest policy plans and programs 
while mentoring the implementation of forest 
regulation pilots and liaise initiatives between 
stakeholder to promote the forest sector.

In a country like Peru where illegal timber 
trade is about 40 % and deforestation rates are 
not decreasing, having the task of advising deci-
sion-makers at the national forestry service 
is quite a challenge since issues such as land 
tenure right’s, monitoring, data management 
and stakeholder’s coordination are still key to 
make progress in the forestry industry. There-
fore, much has to be done to foster coherence 
between the decision-making entities at the cen-
tral government and subnational stakeholders, 
being them governmental or private entities. 
This cross-level articulation is a key for building 
and strengthening forest governance.

To address these issues, I was seeking to 
learn from related experiences in different 
countries. After searching for useful experiences 
around the Latin American region I found an 
opportunity with the Forest Expert Program in 
Germany. I then turned my motivation to better 
understand how the forest authorities in Ger-
many are steering the sector not only in terms of 
planning and management but also in relation 
to institutional arrangements.

Between September and October 2017, I 
spent one month between Bavaria and Berlin 
and engaged in fruitful discussions with the 
Bavarian State Ministry of Food, Agriculture 
and Forestry, the Bavarian State Institute of For-
estry, the Berlin City Forest, the German For-
estry Council, the German Forest Owners Asso-
ciation and the Bavarian State Forest.

The programme surpassed my expectations. 
I gained more insights about the federal forest 
government and the forest industry than during 
my previous years studying at a university in 
Germany. The new topics and perspectives on 
how to deal with the wide array of stakeholders 
was useful in my daily work allowing me to pro-
pose innovative solutions when providing guid-
ance to my peers back in Peru. Also, I noticed 
that there was an enormous opportunity to pro-
mote and support a similar kind of exchange 
between Germany and Peru. Although latitudes 
differ, similar features can be derived between 
both countries in terms of governance, stake-
holder engagement, and the way the social orga-
nizations engage with the timber industry.

Back in Peru, I shared my Forest Expert 
Program experience with my colleagues and 
we proposed to plan a study tour of Peruvian 
forest officers between Peruvian and German 
forest institutions. This study tour aimed at 
fostering mutual knowledge exchange about 
topics related to forest governance and natural 
resource management as well as to contribute 
with innovative ideas to be applied back in Peru 
supporting the sustainable management of the 
forests. Then, in 2018 a Peruvian delegation of 
seven forest officers coming from the Ministry 
of Environment (MINAM), the National Forest 
Service (Serfor), the oversight body (Osinfor), 
and one of the subnational forest offices from 
the Amazon basin visited Germany as part of 
this experts’ dialogue.
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During the one-week study tour, the 
Peruvian delegation had the opportunity to 
exchange experiences with several and different 
officers from federal and state forest institutions 
around Bavaria and Berlin. The expert dialogue 
brought discussions on the mission of the public 
administration in terms of forest governance, 
forest land planning and management, capacity 
strengthen and dual training, civil society par-
ticipation forums, the political dialogue and the 
canals to articulate between the different gov-
erning levels.

This visit was organized between the DFV 
and the GIZ office from Peru, and after going 
through meetings not only in the offices but also 
in the forest, the Peruvian delegation stated that 
even taking in consideration the high differ-
ences between Peru and Germany there are also 
some similarities in relation to the challenges for 
the forest administrations to provide efficient 
services and promote competitiveness. Also, 
there are in both countries a high land tenure 
fragmentation and several interests between the 
primary and secondary forest users. The most 
important factors that the Peruvian participants 
highlighted as drivers of success for the German 

forest governance were focused on (i) public 
investment for land forest planning and man-
agement as well as (ii) the level of organization 
for the stakeholder’s communication between 
private associations.

After two years since my FEP experience, I 
moved to South Korea for family reasons and I 
just started to work with forest trends coordi-
nating a program in Asia. This new wide chal-
lenge also involves to work with the national 
forest services and private timber producer’s 
associations supporting to progress their own 
timber trade regulations and learning from 
others experiences. Looking back, I found 
that the knowledge I had gained through my 
exchange with the FEP and the Bavarian and 
Berlin forest institutions has been positive 
in terms of providing guidance on validated 
mechanisms and tools for making real progress 
in the forest arena, but state of the art practices 
and procedures are needed for appropriately 
founded decision making.
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Experiences and lessons from the Forest 
Expert Traineeship Program in Germany – 
the Kenyan context
by Noor Maalim Hussein, Kenya, November 2017

I was privileged to attend the Forest Expert 
Traineeship Programme from 5th to 30th 
November 2017 in my capacity as the Head of 
Farm Forestry and Project Manager Sustainable 
Private Forest Management (SPFM) Project 
in Kenya Forest Service (KFS) as well as the 
National Vice Chairman Forestry Society of 
Kenya (FSK).

Whereas KFS is a national agency with 
a similar mandate and organizational struc-
tures as that of Hessen Forst in Germany, SPFM 
Project is a bilateral partnership between the 
Governments of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and the Republic of Kenya. The project is 
jointly funded by BMEL and the Government 
of Kenya to support sustainable management 
of small and medium holders of private forests 
for improved incomes and livelihoods. The For-
estry Society of Kenya, has a similar mandate of 
advancing the practice professional forestry and 
the interest of its members to that of the German 
Forest Society. This underscores the significance 
and relevance of the Forest Expert Course to the 
Kenya’s forest sector.

During the course period I conducted over 
23 programme activities in the federal states of 
Lower Saxony, Bavaria, Hesse and Berlin. The 
activities were well customised to my desire 
and expectations. Thanks to the dedication 
and commitment of Sabine Kühling, Coordi-
nator Forest Expert Program, and Marcus Küh-
ling, Managing Director of the German Forest 
Society.

The course has been instrumental in pro-
viding useful experiences and lessons to Kenya’s 
forest sector. Whereas both Kenya and Ger-
many have similar decentralized forest manage-
ment structures, the clear and complimentary 
role differentiations between the 16 souvereign 
States and the National Federal Government of 
Germany, has been a useful guide in the imple-
mentation of the recently devolved forestry 
functions between the Kenya’s National Gov-
ernment and its 47 County Governments. Also 
adopted were incentives and the subsidy scheme 
as experienced in Germany. The provision of 
the monitory and non-monitory incentives and 

subsidies in the draft 2018 Private Forests Rules 
is expected to provide impetus to the develop-
ment of private commercial forests in Kenya.

The course experience was also instru-
mental in the implementation of a partner-
ship arrangement between the German Private 
Forest Owners organizations (AGDW) and the 
Tree Growers Associations of Kenya. Although 
it was on a short term basis the partnership has 
improved the governance structure of the Tree 
Growers Associations in Kenya.

Key experiences and lessons implemented in 
Kenya;
After the stay in Germany the experiences and 
lessons were shared with different stakeholders 
in various forums. They include the senior man-
agement of Kenya Forest Services, the Forestry 
Society of Kenya; and the Associations of Tree 
Growers in Kenya. The following are some of 
the key experiences and lessons that elicited ele-
vated interests among the stakeholders;

1. The concept of multi-functional “Close 
to nature” forest management principle widely 
practiced in the German Forest sector, is also 
relevant and useful to the Kenya’s context. The 
concept is particularly important for enhancing 
the ecological, economical and social functions 
of the Kenya’s natural forests, which is tradition-
ally managed for non-extractive ecological ben-
efits only. The concept is also significant in mit-
igating the increasing adverse effects of climate 
change, to its ability to establish and perpetuate 
a structurally diverse forest.

2. Elaborate incentives and subsidy schemes 
jointly funded by the Federal and the States 
Governments of Germany to promote private / 
community forest development, is an important 
lesson and a yardstick for the Kenya’s forest 
sector. Provision of monitory and non monitory 
incentives and subsidies in the Draft 2018 Pri-
vate Forest Rules and Regulations are expected 
to provide an impetus to the development and 
growth of commercial private forests in Kenya.

3. Clear and complimentary roles between 
the German Federal Government and the 16 
States Governments in management of forests 

p Carsten Wilke (DFV) 
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and forest resources are an important guide to 
the implementation of the recently devolved 
forestry functions in Kenya.

4. The functionality of the forest adminis-
tration structures in the states of Bavaria, Lower 
Saxony, and Hesse, is an important benchmark 
for the Kenya’s recently constituted 46 County 
Governments.

5. The historical growth trajectory of the 
German’s Private Forests and Private Forest 
Associations, presents a great sense of optimism 
for the growth and development of the Kenya’s 
infant Private forests and Private Tree Growers 
Associations. The persistency and resilience 
of German Forest Society & cooperatives in 
addressing some of the basic governance issues 
provide important lessons for its Kenyan Tree 
Growers Association.

6. Consolidation and management of frag-
mented smallholders’ forests into a single man-
agement unit under an organized structure pro-
vides a better economical, ecological and social 
benefits.

7. Strong private forest owners/producers 
associations are a sure way of overcoming the 
continuing parcelling of lands into smaller units 
by successive inheriting generations, impeding 
the development of private forests in Kenya.

8. Clear and tangible benefits, is the founda-
tion for loyalty, trusts, and strong membership 
base for all private forest owners/producer asso-
ciations in Germany. This is a useful example for 
the young private forest producers associations 
in Kenya.

9. Adoption of forest education policy par-
ticularly on forest pedagogy (children educa-
tion) as developed and implemented in Ger-
many, will be a fascinating way of inculcating 
the “conservation culture” into the Kenyan cit-
izenry.

10. The Forest Expert Program is relevant 
to the Kenya’s forest sector. Its flexibility and 
tailor made courses will significantly benefit 
all forestry institutions in Kenya: KFS, County 
Governments, Forest owners /producer organi-
zations, Training institutions, and civil society 
organizations.
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Carbon Forestry Course in Freiburg and 
study tour to Baden-Württemberg
by Lee Xiong, Laos, February/March 2018

The German Forest Society is the responsible 
organization of the “Forest Expert Program“ 
which aims at increasing the professional 
exchange of forest management, related experi-
ences among forest experts, and thus building 
capacity and transferring knowledge in the 
field of sustainable forest management to other 
trainees from different countries and regions. 
The program is funded by the German Federal 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL). 

In 2018, the Forest Expert Program orga-
nized a full month training program, which 
consisted of a three weeks Carbon Forestry 
Course, and another week with visits to forestry 
offices and field practices. The course has been 
organized by the Faculty of Environment and 
Natural Resources, at the University of Freiburg. 
In total there were 29 trainees, of which eleven 
are international master students from the Uni-
versity of Freiburg, and the remaining 18 came 
from different countries and continents.

I was the only trainee from Laos PDR. I am 
working for a GIZ project called ‘Climate Pro-
tection through Avoided Deforestation’ funded 
by German Federal Ministry of Economic 
Development and Cooperation (BMZ). The 
CliPAD project supports the national REDD+ 
program which institutional arrangement, 
capacity building, the Emission Reductions 
Program Document (ER-PD), National REDD+ 
Strategy Development, Provincial REDD+ 
Action Plans (PRAPs), Development of a Safe-
guards Information System (SIS) and a Benefit 
Sharing Mechanism (BSM). At local level, the 
project is also working on Village Forest Man-
agement, Village Development Fund, and liveli-
hood improvement activities, among others.

The Carbon Forestry Course has deepened 
my technical knowledge on international Cli-
mate Change policies to address the impacts, 
some mitigation activities/measures taken that 
are related AFOLU sector such as CDM (A/R), 
REDD+, Improved Forest Management (IFM), 
Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR) and others. 
Successfully, after the completion of this course, 
the trainees have been able to assess different 
projects based on land use including a VCS 
based Chyulu Hills REDD+ project located in 
Kenia as a case study.
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In addition, after the Carbon Forestry 
Course, we had the opportunity to visit different 
forestry offices and visited some field areas. The 
field trips allowed us to better understand how 
sustainable forest and biodiversity management 
in Baden Württemberg functions. We had the 
chance to learn about forest planning and mon-
itoring, forest restoration, forest inventory, log-
ging process, forestry information system, bio-
diversity protection, ecotourism and recreation 
to transfer these to the conditions in our home 
countries. The visits to the Forest Education 

Center in Karlsruhe and House of Forests in 
Stuttgart were important for me to learn about 
and appreciate the technical capacity building of 
the government and private forest professionals. 
We got insights on how knowledge transfer 
could be arranged in cases of special training 
courses for community forest workers as well as 
providing excellent forestry and environmental 
awareness raising to all people with special 
focus on kindergarten pupils. All these are rele-
vant lessons for the project I am working for as 
well as for any future forestry related projects in 
Laos PDR since capacity building is one of our 
main aims as technical advisors.
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Carbon Forestry, Forest Management 
Planning and Forest Inventory
by Nehemia Gurusinga, Indonesia, February/March 2018

I am a trainer working at Regional Environment 
and Forestry Education and Training Center in 
Samarinda. My main task is to support the insti-
tution in improving human resource quality 
of government officers and private employees 
working in Kalimantan Region through pro-
viding environment and forestry education and 
training programs.

The Forest Expert Program gave me 
opportunities to experience different aspects 
of becoming an independent learner from the 
beginning until the end of the program.

In Germany, I felt myself going upstream to 
learn about Carbon Forestry from the experts 
and actors who play different roles in forest 
carbon projects. I met with a person in connec-
tion with politicians who knows the background 
and updates of climate policies. Then, I also 
learned from scientists and project developers 
who formulated some methodologies of carbon 
accounting; an auditor who inspects and verifies 
carbon projects; a carbon marketer who helps 
industries/companies count their carbon foot-
prints, and offers carbon credits to offset their 
emissions. Interestingly, the ambience of the 
learning was special as the participants come 

from 28 different nationalities and professional 
backgrounds. These multicultural compositions 
enabled lots of rooms to comprehend various 
perspectives on climate change, hence it felt like 
having a global classroom.

Going to different forestry offices, I learned 
about how the foresters practise a forest man-
agement to keep the forests being productive 
sustainably while maintaining the biodiversity 
at the same place. I also learned on how for-
esters are trained and upgraded for their pro-
fessionalism in the forestry training center. 
Visiting the House of Forest was inspiring as I 
became aware that common people (non-for-
esters) could also benefit from learning activ-
ities in the forests. Such tactile experience has 
triggered me to create a similar forest education 
initiative in our training institute. Last but not 
least, I was impressed by the use of sophisti-
cated tools and devices as well as the involve-
ment of IT to support the forestry business in 
the country. Overall, my visit to the country was 
meaningful for my professional development, 
and the first-hand experiences have inspired me 
to formulate action plans as a way to share the 
knowledge and skills to other people.

I. Carbon Forestry, Freiburg University, the City of 
Freiburg

Week 1
I kicked off my experience in the city of Freiburg 
by getting to know the organizers of the pro-
gram, my apartment mate, the lecturers, and 
my classmates during the course. I spent three 
weeks in this beautiful campus, located in the 
scenic city of Freiburg with the Black Forest as 
its main icon.

The organizers introduced Freiburg as a 
green town, and advised me to support the 
environment by using reusable shopping bag 
and reusable tannin-made “keep cup” for hot 
coffee and tea which were given free to me. It 
was nice that I could minimise plastic waste due 
to these simple applications. It strengthens my 
belief on the environment behaviour principle 
that pro-environment actions need supporting 
facilitations, such as by providing the simple 
free stuffs.
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For a couple of days in campus, I learned 
about the latest policy on Climate Change 
delivered by Dr. Till Pistorius. In the first day, 
he delivered a lecture on climate change agree-
ments and policy. On the second day, he talked 
about carbon financing mechanism such as 
REDD+ and land restoration. It was interesting 
to listen to the lecture from the side story of 
European countries about climate change as 
it gives me insights into how donor countries 
attempt to create mechanism to offset carbon 
emissions. Subsequently, Prof. Bauhus, gave a 
lecture on the science of carbon accounting. In 
the afternoon session, we had a field trip to an 
afforestation plot. We did sample plot measure-
ments by using proper tools and collecting data 
on the field.

The next day, Mattias Seebauer shared his 
experiences on carbon projects. I learned the 
concepts of different project types, and their 
application on project design documents. In the 
afternoon, my group visited the afforestation 
plot for the second time to accomplish the mea-
sument of our samples.

On the following day, Mattias Seebaur 
introduced us to the IPCC (Intergovenmental 
Panel on Climate Change) guidance on meth-
odologies and standards, which are used in 
carbon projects. Prof. Pokorny, in the afternoon 
session, talked about socio-economic dimen-
sion of carbon projects. We discussed more on 
FPIC (Free Prior Informed Concerned) as safe-
guard principles of the project.

On the last working day of the week, Moriz 
Vohrer gathered all of the groups’ data and esti-
mated the carbon stock at the afforestation plot. 
I joined a group of five doing REDD+ project 
evaluation using the criteria of good practice 
learned during the week. In the afternoon, 
we had a teleconference with Julian Ekelhof 
learning about carbon market.

Week 2
In the first day of the week, I was introduced 
by Mattias Seebaur to different types of land 

use based mitigation activities, such as Afor-
estation/Reforestation (A/R), Improved Forest 
Management (IFM), and REDD+. I also learned 
about carbon project cycle. In the next session, 
Moriz Vohrer elaborated the requirements of 
A/R projects. He also showed us the example of 
cash flow from forestry projects. Unfortunately, 
he did not give the students the opportunity to 
apply the skill on this finance management.

For the rest of the week, I learned from 
different kinds of lectures including Improved 
Forest Managament (Mattias Seebauer), Land-
scape approach (Mattias Seebauer), Forest Cli-
mate Investment (Moriz Vohrer) on Tuesday. 
On Wednesday and Thursday, we learned 
about Standards in forestry based carbon activ-
ities (Martin Seitz), Gold Standard (Giancarlo 
Raschio), and a session of group work for liter-
ature study. On Friday, we had Forest Carbon 
and Land Use Monitoring (Mattias Seebauer), 
and we spent the day for the group work.

On Saturday, I opted to have an excursion 
to an Ethnographic museum in the Black Forest 
to learn about traditional and modern forms of 
forest use and to taste lunch break in a typical 
black forest farmstead.

Week 3
On Monday, I had the whole day for a group 
work to prepare a presentation. In addition to 
my group presentation, I also learned from the 
other groups’ presentations delivering different 
topics related to carbon forestry projects such as 
A/R (Bamboo), IFM, and Agroforestry.

On Wednesday, I opted to have an oral test. 
I managed to get the score of 1.3 (scale 1 as the 
highest, 5 is the poorest). On Thursday, I joined 
my group members in rewriting our reports on 
the REDD+ project evaluation. On the last day 
of the course, I attended a session for evaluation 
of the course.

To sum up, I enjoyed the Carbon Forestry 
course since the lecturers are professionals of 
the field, hence their teachings have enhanced 
my understanding on the topic. Moreover, the 
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ambiance of the course is so international with 
28 different nationalites. Such atmosphere is 
accomodating for sharing knowledge and expe-
riences.

In particular, I highlight the followings 
points that I consider as improvements for my 
professionalism.
• Update on the latest developments of carbon 

financing schemes through:
1. REDD +
2. Afforestation / Reforestation
3. IFM (Improved Forest Management)

• Carbon Calculation Software
1. Calculating Forest Carbon
2. Calculating the Organizational / Industrial 
Carbon Footprint

• Carbon Fund Donor Agency in the EU and 
requirements for project submission

• Principles in the design of carbon project 
design documents

• Standards on Carbon Project (VCS, CCBS, 
and Gold Standard)

• Analysis of Carbon Projects that have been 
registered

• Principles of Carbon project auditing
• The method of monitoring the Carbon project

II. Forest Management Planning and Forest 
Inventory, Regional Council Freiburg
On Monday, I met Holger and Volger in a one 
day session for learning Forest Management 
Planning and Forest Inventory. In the morning, 
I attended a presentation regarding the forest 
land tenure in the state of Baden-Württemberg, 
specific forest management and inventory, and 
tools used in the practice. After lunch, we had a 
field trip of practising on how to use the tools, 
and conducting forest stock inventory.

Two topics caught my intentions. The first 
is the use of “secret” permanent sampling plots 
in the community and private forest land. The 

plots are hidden from the land owners as a way 
of the foresters to inspect the operation of forest 
owners whether they follow the forest manage-
ment plan or not once every five years. I found 
that such practice is novel and technical as it 
requires the exact mapping for the foresters on 
the ground. Holger and Volger demonstrated 
the making of the plots, and tracking the center 
of a plot using a metal detector and a thematic 
map. For me as a forester, it was a new experi-
ence of doing such inventory.

The second is the use of tools used in the 
inventory. I was taught and given a chance to 
practise with the tools of Laser and Ultrasonic 
devices used to estimate tree heights and dis-
tance from the centre of the plot. Such devices 
are sophisticated but pricey.

III. Tasks of the Lower Forest Authority, Lower 
Forest Authority Breisgau Hochschwarzwald
The next day, I met Johannes Schmit who 
explained the tasks of a forest management unit 
in the region and organized our trip to the Voca-
tional School of forestry. We happened to meet 
Sebastian at the school and were guided to see 
how the school runs and meet some students 
working to make forest signages. Sebastian also 
showed us differents tools and machines used 
for logging in the area.

I learned that such education is free, and in 
fact, the students are paid for their participation. 
We watched the use of technology savvy equip-
ment used in the school compound from drying 
shoes to nice wooden office for the workers.

Afterwards, we went to another office that 
administers and supervises forest logging. We 
met a staff explaining how woods are harvested 
and auctioned or sold to the buyers. I found that 
a system of catering the needs of wood buyers 
is interesting in deciding what to plant in the 
forest areas. I also found that the system of inte-
grating forest production and forest conserva-
tion is interesting as the two can be done in the 
same site.

After lunch, we had a field trip observing 
how the logs were harvested in a steep location 
using a sophisticated machine that uses wire 
skidding. Such machine is multitasking and 
integrated in functions including logs wire skid-
ding, branches cleaning, bucking, and sorting 
the sortiments based on the grade and quality 
of the logs.

IV. Forest related Education and Training, Forest 
Education Center Karlsruhe
On Wednesday, I left Freiburg to have another 
journey to Karlsruhe. Nicole welcomed and 
picked me up from the local train station. Then, 
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she delivered a presentation about the history of 
the city and the campus as well.

I learned about how the campus runs and 
was informed about different types of trainings 
that the institution conducts annually. Afterward, 
Nicole and Bernd showed us differents tools used 
for training practices. I found that it was inter-
esting to see different roots as the consequences 
of mistakes in planting practices. I also learned 
that the training institute uses various tools 
from different producers that exhibit and let the 
training participants test their products.

After lunch, Bernd drove me to his work 
area. I learned how a forester like Bernd man-
aged a 700 ha of forest land. We walked in the 
forest to see the application of sustainable forest 
management in theory and practice. Accompa-
nied by his dog, we also saw some wild animals 
caged in the area such as Boar, wild ducks, and 
other mammals in a Zoo located adjacent to his 
work area. Bernd also shared his experience in 
dealing with the conflicts between human and 
the forest in particularly on how to juggle the 
needs of the locals and the forest management 
to use the forest as their recreational space such 
as for off-road biking.

V. Forest Pedagogics, House of the Forests Stutt-
gart
The next morning, I took a train to Stuttgart 
and was picked up from the train station by Ralf 
Grun. I was dropped at a forest education centre 
for common people (non-foresters). Kata-
rina and Hilda greeted us. In the forest, I was 
observing how Hilda facilitated a forest educa-
tion fun time with some pre-school kids from 
an international school in Stuttgart.

Later, I had a discussion with Katarina 
regarding the school system. I was interested in 
the tool-box of thematic materials that the insti-
tution has developed. After lunch Kenan took us 
to the indoor forest education studio and after-
wards showed us around the outdoor facilities 
of the house of the forest. I learned about how 
the institution constructed eco-friendly instal-
lation and promoted equality by designing the 
tracks that are accessible for disabled persons.

VI. Forest related IT, State Agency for Spatial 
Information Kronwestheim
On the last day, Ralf Grun invited us to see how 
he works in the forest related IT office. I learned 
that the foresters in the region contact the office 
as it provides services for the gadgets they reg-
ularly use. The institution also designs an inte-
grated information system that enables the col-
lection of data about harvesting yields, spots of 
conservation, and forest inventory.

At the end of the session, Ralf introduced 
me to his colleagues working in different divi-
sions and the colleagues told me about their dif-
ferent responsibilities. I also happened to meet 
the head of the institution who later made a pre-
sentation about the history of forestry in Ger-
many. From the presentation, I was informed 
that the forestry practice in Germany was initi-
ated by an economist.

Post Training Activities
After returning to my home country, I was pre-
paring my presentation and formulated two 
action plans organized in SMART planning 
system. A week after my arrival, I made a formal 
presentation before my superior and colleagues 
sharing my experiences derived from the pro-
gram. I also met with a manager of a local edu-
cational institution to promote my action plans.

I tried to keep in touch with Kenan from 
the House of the Forest in Stuttgart, and sought 
a possibility for future cooperation related to 
my action plans but until this report is written, 
Kenan is not replying three of my emails.

Action Plans
After the program in Germany, I have two 
action plans approved by my institution that 
need to be carried out in the near future. The 
first is a creation of an innovative forest educa-
tion provided for common young adults (non 
foresters). Such a program is inspired by the 
activities of the House of the Forest. Together 
with two of my colleagues, I form a team that 
will initiate a sharing of forest education for the 
non-forester locals on May 5, 2018 conducted in 
the arboretum of our training centre. We focus 
on bringing more people to experience sen-
sory exposure to the benefits of forest to mit-
igate climate change (details can be provided). 
We are designing the programs for different 
target groups along this year. The second is the 
creation of a carbon calculator system to esti-
mate the carbon emissions of our institution 
and another business organization. The plan 
is inspired by principles of carbon accounting 
learned from the Carbon Forestry course.
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Forest Genetic Resources in Germany
by Joaquín María Garrido Soares de Lima, Uruguay, August 2018

Introduction
In August 2017 I made the Forest Experts Pro-
gram in Germany. My area of work in Uruguay 
is related to the management of forest prop-
agation materials, with emphasis on the use 
of genetic resources and their conservation. 
Consequently, the program that was designed 
for my training in Germany included several 
centers and institutions working in the Forest. 
My training mainly took place in the Northwest 
German Forest Research Institute (NW-FVA), 
where I was able to meet excellent professionals 
who showed me all their lines of work and main 
activities. The other institutions visited were 
the German Forest Society, the University of 
Göttingen, the Forest Seed Information Center 
Oerrel, the German Tree Nursery Association, 
the Niedersächsische Landesforsten and finally 
the Department Forest Genetic and Breeding in 
Dresden.

The training in so many different institutions 
allowed me to understand the global landscape 
of forest management in Germany and partic-
ularly how it handles forest propagation mate-
rials. The main topics that we were discussing 
during my stay in Germany were vegetative 
and sexual propagation, minimum standards 
for maintaining genetic variation, selection of 
seed stands, establishment and maintenance 
of seed orchards. Also certification procedure 
according to OECD, seed collection, handling 
and storage. Finally legal frameworks of both 
the European Union and Germany regarding 
the transit and management of forest seeds.

It was very inspiring to be able to see the 
solid knowledge bases in which the whole for-
estry sector in Germany is developed and to 
understand the mental pictures that the German 
people have in relation to the forest.

Report
I arrived at Frankfurt airport on August 7 to start 
training the next day in Göttingen. Mr. Marcus 
Kühling (CEO of the German Forest Society 
(Deutscher Forstverein)), and Mrs Sabine Küh-
ling were waiting for me. First we talked about 
the organization and the formal aspects of the 
training, then we started with the introduction 
of Germany, the forest, the forestry sector and 
we made a visit to a nearby forest. At the Uni-
versity of Göttingen we visited the Department 

of Genetics and Forest Improvement where 
we discussed with Dr. Ludger Leinemann the 
research that the department is carrying out.

The following week I started my stay in 
Hann. Münden, where most of my program 
took place (August 13 to 24). The organization 
that received me was the Northwest German 
Forest Research Institute (NW-FVA). Mr. Dr. 
Aki Höltken was the one who welcomed me and 
introduced me to the institute and to those who 
would be my references to work on the different 
tasks. Mr. Höltken is head of the forest genetic 
analysis department.

My visit to NW-FVA was planned in order 
to know several work areas and the people in 
charge. This program allowed me to understand 
the global nature of the institute and how the 
different lines of work are related. It was really 
interesting and positive to have the opportunity 
to train in such varied subjects with so many 
professionals. During my training in NW-FVA 
I visited many departments and we also made 
field trips to get an overview of all research proj-
ects.

Once I finished my stay at Hann. Münden I 
traveled to Oerrel to meet Mr. Olaf Schöne and 
the Seed Information Center. With Mr. Schöne 
we discussed the criteria for the selection of 
seed stands and the process of certification of 
the seed according to OECD. Then we visited 
the Seed Center and I was able to appreciate 
in detail the entire process of seed collection, 
cleaning, drying and storage. This subject is very 
interesting to me, because in my place of work 
we carry out all these tasks but on a smaller 
scale and much more artisanal, with a greater 
requirement of manpower. In Germany they 
have very well studied the management of all 
these processes for each of their forest species.

The next day we made a field trip, where 
we visited some forest nurseries that produce 
seedlings for the forest service of Lower Saxony. 
Quality and quantity of plants that could be 
taken to the forest were evaluated. Finally we 
went through several seed stands and seed 
orchards, and talked about the criteria that are 
behind each one.

Once I finished my training at Oerrel, I 
met Mr. Alain Paul, Managing Director of the 
German Tree Nursery Association. In conjunc-
tion with a delegation that came from Indonesia 
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we visited two large forest nurseries and dis-
cussed the production and supply of tree seed-
lings for all kinds of forest owners, tree nursery 
techniques, supply chains, tree seed collection, 
storage and distribution. The nurseries visited 
had a very important production of seedlings 
for northern Germany and even export seed-
lings to Denmark and Sweden.

The next day, also with the Indonesian del-
egation, we visited Mr. Lutz Kulenkampff, Dis-
trict Leader FMU Sellhorn. There they showed 
us several indicators and parameters that the for-
estry sector in Lower Saxony manages, allowing 
us to understand the complete panorama. Mr. 
Kulenkampff also presented the long-term eco-
logical forest development (LÖWE-program) 
and we saw the importance of responsible forest 
management and the idea of the close-to-nature 
management.

My last stop was the Forest Seed Testing 
Center in Dresden, Saxony. There I met Dr. 
Heino Wolf, with whom we studied all the legal 
aspects and regulations related to the manage-
ment of forest propagation material. We dis-
cussed the laws and legal frameworks of both 
the European Union and Germany regarding 
the transit and management of forest seeds. 
We were also able to go through the laborato-
ries where the seed tests are carried out, and we 
carried out counts and analysis of germination, 
purity and humidity.

The FEP completely exceeded my expecta-
tions, giving me an invaluable knowledge and 
gave me the opportunity to meet great profes-
sionals with whom I could establish a network 
of consultations and work.

Conclusions
In general terms, I think the program for my 
training in Germany was the best possible, 
because I have visited so many places and met 
so many professionals who are working in the 
forests of Germany. It allowed me to under-
stand in a global way how the sector works and 
where the new lines of work go in the future. 
My feedback is highly positive, since not only 
the personal treatment was excellent, but every 
institute that received me gave me the necessary 
knowledge and they were always predisposed to 
dispel any doubt I had. It was very inspirative 
to be able to see the solid knowledge bases in 
which the whole forestry sector in Germany is 
developed and to understand the mental pic-
tures that the German people have in relation 
to the forest. Punctually I want to thank Mr. 
Marcus and Mrs. Sabine Kühling, who were 
always supporting me and worried to make my 
entire stay in Germany perfect. Without a doubt 
they have achieved it, and I take to Uruguay a 
lot of experiences and practical knowledge that 
are doubtless very useful in Uruguay.

p Tree nursery
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Organization and implementation of 
training and knowledge management for 
forestry professional staff
by Edi Kurniadi and “Ida” Kusdamayanti, Indonesia, August 2018

Edi Kurniadi and Kusdamayanti as Heads of 
Regional Environmental and Forestry Edu-
cation and training Center of Samarinda and 
Bogor, have participated in a hospitation of the 
Forest Expert Program in Germany in August 
2018. The topic of the programme was “orga-
nization and implementation of training and 
knowledge management for forestry profes-
sional staff ”. The purpose of the program is 
to intensify the forestry related professional 
exchange on an international level and to give 
insight to the multifunctional and sustainable 
forestry practiced in Germany.

The delegation was informed about German 
forestry and the forest educational system in 
Germany during the first week. In the second 
week we were given informations about forestry 
training programs for forest workers in the fed-
eral state of Hessen. The delegation was shown 
field activities management in Weilburg For-
estry Training Center in Hesse and forest man-
agement in the state of Lower Saxony.

Some lessons learned during the hospitation 
program are:
1. Germany has a small number of main tree 
species. Germany has a long history of forest 
management which led to a sustainable forest 
management system conducted by government 
and private sectors. German forestry still faces 
some problems such as conflicts in the field of 
a) hunting: high game population vs.natural 
regeneration of trees, b) agriculture: short-term 
benefit vs.long-term view, c) nature protection: 
set-aside of forests vs.forest use. German For-
ests have to fulfill multifunctional aspects where 
economic, ecologic and social functions should 
be realized simultaneously.

2. The forestry education system in Ger-
many has been established to support a sustain-
able forest management. There is an integrated 
system between forestry education and forestry 
industry. Young people have a high interest on 
forestry sciences and almost all forestry stu-
dents work in the forestry sector after they have 
finished.

3. Hessen-Forst has a long-term existence 
and a sustainable forest production and con-
ducts multipurpose forestry on the same space 
(timber production, environmental protection, 
recreation). It has a good forestry planning: A 
mid-term (10 years) management plan is oblig-
atory. It is a service provider for forest owners 
(State, Communities, Corporations and private) 
and citizens. It is an enterprise specialized on 
sustainable management of state forests, rev-
enue-oriented and at the same time it is com-
mitted to public benefit. The center provides 
education, training and postgraduate training 
for all groups of employees of Hessen-Forst. 
All the training and education programs con-
ducted in the center have been developed based 
on a training need assessment, so the program 
is appropriate to the needs of Hessen-Forst . It 
offers postgraduate training to third parties in 
forest related questions of environmental edu-
cation (tailor made program). Hessen-Forst 
developed the training curricula based on a 
competency standard (training of chainsaw 
work, for skidder drivers or machine operators 
of other forest machines). It has a high standard 
of safety procedure in the training activities. 
Every year all staff of Hessen-Forst has to dis-
cuss individually with their supervisor about 
their capacity building planning. The super-
visor will decide the kind of training/capacity 
building program that must be attended by each 
employee.The training center will develop the 
training program by considering the results of 
the training/capacity building needs.

4. Lower Saxony State Forest/ Niedersäch-
sische Landesforsten (NLF) has a main focus on 
services in the areas of ecology, environmental 
education and recreation, and they are a suc-
cessful company with a high annual turnover . 
NLF is the largest forest owner in Lower Saxony 
(Germany) which conducts practical man-
agement of the forests and is at the same time 
committed to public benefit. It has two service 
centers of the Lower Saxon State Forests: a) Nie-
dersächsisches Forstplanungsamt with the com-
petence in the areas of inventories, planning 
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and EDP, b) Niedersächsisches Forstliches Bil-
dungszentrum the education and training. The 
NFBz is a service center of the Lower Saxony 
State Forestry, it is responsible for training, fur-
ther education and further development and 
testing of new work equipment and procedures. 
The most important task and primary goal of the 
NFBz is the continuous optimization of health 
and safety at work for forestry workers and the 
expansion of their competence. The developed 
training curricula are based on a competency 
standard. It has a lot of training programs for 
all levels of employees both in government 
sector and private sector. The steps of gaining 
competency in working with machines are very 
good, the steps are: a)theory in class room; b) 
indoor simulation; c) outdoor simulation; d) 
field practice. The center has a high standard of 
safety procedure in the training activities. All 
forest management units in Lower Saxony have 
the same tasks and services. The forestry office 
Seesen (Seesen Forest Management Unit) has 
additional services for NLF such as: mechanised 
harvesting base (5 harvester, 6 forwarder), 
forest road construction base (planning and 
control), 1 timber flow coordinator, 1 wood 
fuel coordinator and education (forest worker, 
forest managers). For implementing the edu-
cation, the FMU working in collaboration with 
Niedersächsisches Forstliches Bildungszentrum 
(NFBz). The FMU manages the forest base on 
LÖWE Principals.

5. The main task of the forest seed advi-
sory service Oerrel is to provide high quality 
of forest seeds. Its activities are: research and 
development, seed sources management, seed 
production, seed procurement, seed testing and 
analysis, seed distribution controlling. They also 
conduct a training related to seed production: 
tree climbing, seed harvesting etc. and consulta-
tion for forest owners.

Some actions are carried out in Indonesia after 
having participated in the hospitation program:
1. Development of intensive discussions with 
stakeholders in the service area of BDLHK/
Regional Education and Training Office related 
to the implementation of KPH/FMU. Some dis-
cussions are supported by GIZ Forclime.
2. Development of a long term planning of 
an education forest that belongs to BDLHK/
Regional education and training office as 
mini-FMU. GIZ Forclime supports the finaliza-
tion of the development of a long term planning 
Loa haur Education forest of Samarinda.
3. Facilitate the “Capacity building need assess-
ment’ for FMU in BDLHK service area;
4. Evaluation of all training curricula related to 

FMU based on feed back from the participants 
and competency standard that were already 
developed;
5. Identification and conduction of some topics 
of Training of Trainer for BDLHK/Regional 
Education and Training Office trainer and 
stakeholders;
6. Identification and development of a mobile 
training/ on the job training for FMU, and
7. Optimization of the education forest for 
extension and pedagogic education by devel-
oping forest and environmental education pro-
gramme with interactive information boards 
and learning tools.

p Edi Kurniadi (right) 
and “Ida” Kusdamayanti
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The German way of permanent forest 
management – a model for Russia?
by Ekatherina Nevmerzhitskaya and Nikolay Nevmerzhitsky, 
Russian Federation, August/September 2019

We have been working in forestry for more than 
10 years. During our work, especially in forestry 
practice, many questions came up, to which we 
have unfortunately not yet been able to find 
answers. And the most important thing we were 
constantly thinking about was how much all our 
activities in the forest affect the forest stands. 
We have doubts if forestry, which is still largely 
based on the Soviet Union tradition (mostly 
clearcutting, then artificial reforestation), is the 
right approach to forestry in Russia. The rigid 
requirements of the state forest administration 
largely prescribe certain forestry measures, 
regardless of the actual conditions (growth con-
ditions, tree species composition, location, etc.), 
which are measured and controlled on the basis 
of defined action-oriented indicators. This, from 
our point of view, is comparable with the stan-
dardized approach of cultivation of grain, and 
it does not allow consideration of forestry and 
site-specific factors. Measures are often only 
carried out in order to meet state requirements.

We have hardly any opportunities to 
manage our forest stands on our own or to try 
out apply strategies. State control is limited to 

compliance with the regulations for achieving a 
certain amount of felling and for artificial refor-
estation of the areas within specified deadlines. 
Every attempt to carry out forest management 
that makes more sense from our point of view 
reaches the limits of the state requirements and 
is punished. Therefore, the following questions 
arise for us:
• Are both, the current management system 

and the legal framework in forestry in our 
country (our region) effective?

• How can the authorities (forest administra-
tion) be given sufficient leeway for sensible 
forest management?

Since the beginning of our work in forestry, 
we have been trying to improve the situation. 
However, real change processes require a longer 
time horizon. We, and also our colleagues in the 
state authorities, have not had enough time to 
gain experience in the implementation of silvi-
cultural strategies and to draw the appropriate 
consequences, and so far, insights from forestry 
practice have hardly been incorporated into the 
design of the framework conditions.

Based on the knowledge we gained during 
our internship in Germany, we have developed 
the following fields of activity for us:

1. Transition to selective felling in mature 
and overripe stands, reducing the growth time 
of the target trees, reducing clearing areas.

2. Reduction of the area of the artificial 
regeneration by maintaining the shelter during 
the timber harvesting or targeted expansion of 
the natural regeneration.

3. Improvement of forest maintenance and 
selective felling with appropriate mechaniza-
tion.

4. Cleaning the logging area before planting: 
using methods that minimize the environ-
mental impact.

5. More accurate and traceable logging of 
felled timber for timber sales.

6. Targeted interventions (sanitary blows, 
forest maintenance) to maintain the health of 
the stand.

7. Continuous forest management: Acquisi-
tion, storage and evaluation of relevant data on 

p Ekatherina Nevmer-
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and Nikolay
Nevmerzhitsky (left)
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the condition of the forest and construction of 
forest planning based on the data.

8. Illegal disposal of garbage on areas of the 
state forest fund: Effective measures against vio-
lators of the law and prevention by informing 
the population.

9. Damage to forest plantations caused by 
wild animals: cooperation with users of hunting 
licenses, prevention of damage to forest stands.

10. Creation and development of ecologi-
cally valuable locations for the information and 
education of the population.

1. Permanent forest concept and clearing 
 management
KovrovLesProm GmbH is one of the largest 
concession companies in the Vladimir region. 
For the purpose of management, the company 
was provided with forest land totaling 120,000 
hectares in six districts. The estimated annual 
harvest is 237,000 m3. Only 19 % of the harvest 
is carried out by selective harvesting (selective 
harvesting of mature and overripe stands in 
protective forests and during thinning). The 
company receives almost 190,000  m3 from 
the clearcut felling on areas of 3 ha on average 
(size of the parcels), but often the clearcut areas 
amount to 10 ha and more.

Although the forest legislation of our 
country (2006 forest code) does not prescribe 
clearing when the crop is ready for harvesting 
and would even allow selective logging, no 
remaining stocks on harvested areas can be 
recognized in the forest facility to record refor-
estation. This decades-old practice continues 
to be followed and enforced by the local forest 
administration.

When performing clearcuts on the areas 
of our company, we encountered the following 
problems:
• Negative reaction of the local population to 

large-scale deforestation;
• Change in the forest climate, destruction of 

the entire forest ecosystem by clearcutting;
• serious problems due to game browsing in the 

artificial regeneration on the clearcut areas (a 
large part of the crops are lost);

• the factors mentioned lead to a later achieve-
ment of the harvest maturity (and a low stock 
of wood on the area);

• The prescribed artificial regeneration requires 
a high intensity (work, planting material, or 
costs) and in this form is, from our point of 
view, neither useful for silvicultural nor eco-
nomically.

In our opinion, an at least partial transition to a 
selective impact can lead to a positive result. In 

Germany, our colleagues have been using this 
technology for several decades, have had time 
to optimize and have reached a high technical 
level. Clearcuts are only carried out if this is 
necessary to combat diseases or pests or if a fun-
damental change of tree species is to take place 
without natural regeneration being possible. In 
general, only so much wood is removed in Ger-
many that the forest ecosystem is preserved and 
there is no stress for the stock.

Our conclusion and task for the future: In 
2022, we will complete the forest management 
in one of the six leasehold areas of our com-
pany. 50 % of the annual harvest is carried out 
there in the form of clearcuts. A contract is to 
be concluded with the state supervision over 
the planned harvest quantity in order to be able 
to carry out an adapted selective harvesting on 
areas with potential for natural regeneration 
and areas in the vicinity of settlements where 
the forest has a recreational function. This form 
of use should be established in connection with 
the site conditions mentioned as a constant 
usage strategy.

Due to the greater use of natural regener-
ation and the preservation of the shelter in the 

Clearcut in Russia, with a size of more than 10 ha

p Forest in Germany 
after harvesting trees
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event of selective felling, we expect a higher har-
vest quantity in the long term than from working 
with clearcuts. Through the targeted promo-
tion of target trees, we expect an improvement 
in the gene pool in the stands and an increase 
in the wood supply and quality. The better use 
of natural regeneration and the avoidance of 
costly artificial regeneration could lead to an 
improvement in profitability. Furthermore, the 
problem of game hunting in artificial regener-
ation could be reduced. (However, according to 
the German colleagues, a higher game density 
can be expected in a permanent stock.)

2. Artificial reforestation
Every year, about 2.5 million seedlings are 
planted on the fields of KovrovLesProm Ltd.. 
This corresponds to approximately 500 hectares 
of artificial afforestation. Regardless of the site 
conditions and suitable tree species, we have 
to restore a planted stock (mostly pine, spruce) 
within two years after felling. This means a 
sequence of measures: cleaning and post-treat-
ment of the area, preparation of the soil for 
planting, cultivation or purchase of planting 
material, manual planting, maintenance of the 
afforestation until recognition as a forest area 
(1.5m height) by the forest administration.

Foresters in Germany have more freedom 
of choice. A clearcut is usually not carried out 
on more than 2 hectares. The time of impact 
is determined based on a precise and ongoing 
analysis of the area (e.g. availability of seeds). 
There is sufficient time for natural regeneration 
and, through its control, targeted regeneration 
is achieved. Artificial reforestation is only car-
ried out if the area is not covered by natural 
regeneration after three years.

Unfortunately, our legislation on reforesta-
tion leaves us neither the time nor the freedom 

to make our own strategies. We would consider 
the following measures to be useful:
• selective felling with retention of the shelter,
• Planning of impacts with a maximum radius 

of 150 meters and an area of   up to 2.0 ha;
• the preservation of seed trees for natural 

regeneration;
• Carry out soil fertilization (promoting natural 

regeneration).

Since a number of forestry measures are pro-
vided for the management of forest stands in 
accordance with the legal requirements, the fol-
lowing proposed changes to the legal require-
ments could to solve the problem:
• In the forest stand, the shelter should be taken 

into account for the preservation of the forest 
stand. If the number of young plants meets 
the requirements of forest reproduction, the 
stand achieved through natural regeneration 
should be recognized as sufficient for the 
reforestation of the felling areas.

• In pure and majority pine stands, natural 
regeneration with controlling interventions 
should be recognized as a method of refor-
estation.

3. Forest maintenance and selective felling with 
versatile mechanization
In our company, the logging quantity is recorded 
via the harvesters and forwarders, as well as 
through the recording of manual felling by the 
forest workers.

The harvesters and forwarders collect 
60,000 m3 of wood annually. Unfortunately, the 
existing harvesters and forwarders can only be 
used for clearcuts due to the lack of competence 
of the staff.

In contrast to Russia, Germany has spe-
cialized training for forest machine personnel. 
Workers are prepared for the upcoming tasks 
and are prepared for the execution of demanding 
tasks in the execution of the forest measures. 
Young people in the forestry sector are not only 
trained theoretically, but also do internships. 
Unfortunately, there is no competent junior staff 
available in Russia for practical forestry.

For example, forest maintenance measures 
(thinning) are carried out with uneducated 
workers and only the amount of cut wood is 
checked.

The costs per m3 of harvested wood are sig-
nificantly higher in manual harvesting than in 
mechanical harvesting, that is why in Germany 
manual processes are only used when necessary.

A major problem in Russia is that simple 
forest workers and operators of forest machines 
are only trained in the technical basics of oper-

q Planting trees in 
Vladimir
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ating the machine, but they are not given any 
understanding of the goals of forestry manage-
ment.

In order to discuss the existing differences 
with the local forest administration, a meeting 
with the first deputy governor of the Vladimir 
region was held in October. It was proposed to 
set up a practice-oriented course at the Mur-
omzew Forest Technology School of the Vlad-
imir Forest Administration. For this purpose, a 
working group was determined by the adminis-
tration and commissioned to develop a course 
for training personnel for forest machines.

4. Elimination of harvest residues
Despite the fact that various methods for even 
partially removing residues from the forestry 
are recognized in the Russian forest legislation. 
The representatives of the forest administration 
in the Vladimir region traditionally prescribe 
the complete incineration of the residues. This 
happens without taking into account the loca-
tion conditions and usually means a destruction 
of the still standing shelter.

During our stay in Germany we were able to 
observe the selective impact, clearcutting (also 
sanitary blows), impact with the preservation of 
the regeneration or already higher shelter. There 
was no incineration of the crop residues there. 
All branches and brushwood remain on the 
felling areas. These contain a large part of the 
nutrients and should be preserved in the cycle 
of the forest ecosystem. There was no discern-
ible disadvantage in subsequent forestry mea-
sures. The soil is only uncovered for new plant-
ings or for natural regeneration. This means that 
the natural ecosystem is largely preserved and 
used for the still existing or subsequent forest 
generation.

Solution:
When planning the work for 2020 and plan-
ning the felling, alternatives to incinerating the 
residues are to be found and, depending on the 
location, to be included in the planning of the 
management. By planning and communicating 
with the forest administration in advance, the 
procedure is to be set out and a later conflict 
avoided.

5. Registration of the logging quantity, timber 
sales
Today the documentation of the movement of 
logs is one of the most labor-intensive processes 
in our company. In contrast to Germany, we are 
not allowed to temporarily store the wood in the 
forest areas in Russia. Our system must there-
fore cover the immediate sale from our depot 

or delivery to customers, or processing in our 
own sawmills. This also includes the sorting of 
the trunks and the stocks in our interim storage 
facilities. In addition to the forestry measures, 
this is one of the central tasks of our foresters.

In Germany, we were able to observe a more 
efficient division of labor between autonomous 
actors working on the basis of a transparent 
recording system. The harvested wood is stored 
at the forest roads, where it is recorded and 
evaluated by the forester. The data on quality 
and quantity, including the coordinates of the 
storage location, are transmitted to the sales 
manager in the office. The buyer concludes a 
purchase contract and is thus the owner of the 
wood, which he removes himself or has removed 
with suitable trucks. Last but not least, the good 
infrastructure and the well-developed recording 
system enable this efficient cooperation with the 
wood buyers.

We want to implement the following to 
improve the logging of logs:

The removal of the wood should be coor-
dinated by our central office. This transfer of 
responsibility from the responsible forester to 
the head office should be discussed with the 
forest administration and implemented as part 
of the work plan (which is coordinated with the 
forest administration).

6. Measures to maintain the health of the 
population
One of the central tasks of forest tenants in Russia 
is the timely detection of infection sources from 
diseases and pests in the forest stands, as well as 
the implementation of the necessary forest mea-
sures. Unfortunately, however, due to complex 
administrative steps to coordinate with the state 
forest administration, a long time of up to one 
year elapses between the recognition of the need 
for intervention and the actual implementation. 
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No independent decisions can be made at the 
operational level here.

With our colleagues in Germany we have 
observed that they react much faster and thus 
fight diseases of the stock more effectively and 
can quickly sell the felled wood before an even 
greater loss in quality.

We do not yet have a practical solution to 
this problem in Russia.

7. Forest Management
In Russia, as in Germany, the forest manage-
ment is carried out every 10 years. Foresters in 
Russia must strictly adhere to the regulation on 
taxation. If, after carrying out the forest manage-
ment on a site, a discrepancy is found in terms 
of the wood supply, the tree species composi-
tion or other indicators, the forest management 
must be repeated and the reason for the devi-
ations must be determined. This is particularly 
important for the determination of the amount 
of cut and the afforestation areas. Again, it is 
difficult for the tenants to provide evidence if 
the data on the forest management on the land 
does not correspond to reality. The conclusion 
of lease contracts is therefore always associated 
with a risk for companies.

In Germany, on the other hand, it is pos-
sible for forest rangers to update the data on 
forest stands on an ongoing basis. In this way, 
the chop rate and other measures can be opti-
mally planned, taking ecological and economic 
aspects into account.

The data on forest stands in Germany are 
stored in a database and are accessible for for-
estry planning as well as for the public and can 
be checked and traced transparently.

Unfortunately, such an information system 
has not yet been implemented in Russia. The 
data is recorded on paper and managed in the 
forest administration. Only the indicators pro-

vided by the administration for individual areas 
in connection with designated forest measures 
(according to the a priori work plan) can be 
viewed electronically.

Our approach for a better solution for a 
continuously updated data storage that can be 
used for forest planning:

In our company, a standardized system for 
collecting the data is to be set up with the next 
forest establishment. This should be updated in 
the future and used as a planning basis for man-
agement. The state forest administration should 
be integrated step by step.

8. Illegal waste disposal in forest areas
Unfortunately, the illegal disposal of garbage 
in forest areas is still a problem not only in the 
Vladimir region, but throughout Russia.

The causes are to be found in the inadequate 
waste disposal infrastructure on the part of the 
municipal administration and in the inadequate 
communication of the authorities with the local 
population. In addition, such environmental 
offenses can rarely be clarified and punished.

Illegal waste disposal is also a problem in 
Germany, but the extent is not comparable to 
Russia. Germany has at least a nationwide infra-
structure for waste disposal. At the moment we 
see the only solution in the restriction of access 
rights with private vehicles and other means 
of transport to the forest areas. The network of 
paths on forest areas should only be reserved for 
use with forestry and agricultural technology.

We intend to propose such a regulation to 
the forest administration and to enforce the 
regulations. Violations should be pursued more 
effectively and punished more severely.

9. Damage in afforestation due to game 
browsing, cooperation with the hunting admin-
istration
There is currently a strong increase in the game 
population on the areas of our company. Our 
afforestation areas are almost 100 % affected by 
game bite and show high damage. This affects 
not only the regeneration areas of the pine, 
but also those of spruce and hardwoods. The 
greatest damage occurs at a height of up to 2 
meters and either results in the death of the cul-
tures or damage to the trunk and crown forma-
tion.

Since the tenants are obliged to reforest the 
cultivated areas artificially, the damage caused 
by game browsing means a high level of eco-
nomic damage for our company. In Germany, 
the owner of a forest area is also tasked with 
hunting. The game population is monitored and 
regulated accordingly.
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Our forest colleagues reported similar 
problems with game browsing, especially where 
government areas border on private ones. Cer-
tain circumstances lead to excessive game den-
sity in some areas (military areas, some private 
forests, adjacent to agricultural areas). Unfortu-
nately, the foresters are unable to influence this 
situation and prevent damage to young plants. 
However, they still have the option of fencing in 
the afforestation and thus, if this also involves 
additional costs, effectively protecting the new 
forest generation.

Approach for the Vladimir region:
We want to encourage a joint solution finding in 
cooperation with the forest administration and 
the hunting administration (which is respon-
sible for issuing the hunting licenses).

We would like to suggest that when renting 
forest areas, hunting rights are also granted to 
the area tenant (forest manager) or that the par-
ties involved regulate:

Responsibility of the tenant (forestry manager):
• Monitoring the game population. If the game 

is too high, the tenant is obliged to adequately 
protect the afforestation by fencing and to 
ensure the regeneration of the forests.

Responsibility of the above involved:
• The hunting administration should be held 

liable for the occurrence of game browsing 
and be obliged to pay compensation. The 
amount of the compensation payment should 
enable the tenant to take the necessary mea-
sures to maintain the afforestation until it is 
recognized by the forest administration as a 
forest area.

10. Creation of educational institutions
The education of the population with regard to 
the perception of the forest and its ecology, as 
well as the creation of environmental awareness 
and appropriate behavior are major current 
challenges in Russia.

What is needed is a system of environmental 
education that does not only include media and 
environmental courses in educational insti-
tutions, but also enables people to come into 
direct contact with nature. Educational insti-
tutions such as ecological trails, natural sights 
and designated places of rest and relaxation can 
make an important contribution here. This is 
especially true for younger generations of the 
population.

In Germany we visited various places that 
help people get closer to nature and develop an 
understanding of the forest ecosystem. (Note: 
During the internship in the forest, we only 
noticed one illegal garbage deposit once.)

We have decided to identify the most 
interesting places for environmental education 
on our land and to make some of these loca-
tions accessible to the population. We want to 
strengthen environmental awareness and above 
all the awareness of the population to protect 
our forest. This in turn would help us better 
protect our land from rubbish dumps and man-
made forest fires. Last but not least, we can also 
improve the image of our company in this way.
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Notes from a visit in the German forests
Report by Gesa Gamin, Indonesia, August 2019 .  
Yopie Parisy, Indonesia, took part in the same FEP-activities .

Gamin is a learner (Widyaiswara-Trainer) at the 
Center for Environmental and Forestry Human 
Resources Training, The Indonesian Ministry of 
Environment and Forestry. Forest Planning is 
the major interest. This paper is an expression 
of the writer‘s admiration for forest manage-
ment found in Germany, although naturally the 
natural conditions are completely different. But 
the writer is very proud to get the opportunity 
to Germany.

Forest cover in Germany occupies 32 % 
(11,419,124 ha) of the total land use (35,720,780 
ha). Agricultural use is the largest (52 %), and 

the rest is built up area and transportation facil-
ities (13 %). Forests in Germany consist of state 
property (33 %), communal property (19 %) and 
private property (48 %). Recognizing the ability 
of the soil through soil profiles can produce site 
classifications which are then used to provide 
recommendations for combinations of relatively 
suitable plant species.

Information on management plans that are 
integrated with land administration maps with 
various information themes are presented in 
a geographic information system that can be 
accessed by all forestry personnel so that all par-
ties know and can access according to the needs 
of their task fields.

The nature conservation area is a domain 
that is under the authority of forestry that must 
be obeyed by all parties, both the owners of 
state forests, communal forests, and private for-
ests. The definition of forest in Germany is to 
emphasize attention to its vegetative cover, not 
its ownership. Nature 2000, which was ratified 
by European countries, is an exception to the 
handling of sites even in areas of nature conser-
vation. The issue that is brought up is the man-
agement of nature for the preservation of nature 
by prioritizing the main functions and objec-
tives of determining the function of the forest.

To find out the detailed potential of each 
forest an inventory activity site is carried out. 
The development of plant growth and its pre-
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dictions can be monitored through permanent 
sample plots. Permanent sample plots receive 
the same treatment as other areas that are not 
sample plots in terms of maintenance or har-
vesting, because permanent sample plots are a 
reflection of forest management that runs on 
forest areas in general.

Based on forest inventory data carried out at 
the regional / central level, the management unit 
describes it in annual, five-year, and ten-year 
plans. The plan is implemented and reviewed 
annually to be adjusted according to the latest 
conditions. Harvesting is carried out not only 
in the planned area according to production 
demands but also in the area of the permit to 
use the forest area while endangering human or 
animal safety according to the intended use of 
the area.

Site fertility classification in Indonesia has 
been carried out especially in Java with the exis-
tence of soil fertility classes stated in Bonita. It 
is necessary to explore this classification of soil 
fertility for all of Indonesia in addition to the 
data and maps of the „Land System“.

Indonesia has a Bhakti Rimbawan scheme 
for a two-year work contract for fresh graduates, 
complete with two years of staffing in Germany. 
The difference is that in Germany 50 percent of 
the total number of apprentices are then selected 
to become employees, while in Indonesia Bhakti 
Rimbawan follows an open selection to compete 
with registrants who have never been Bhakti 
Rimbawan.

Interactive mockups at the Training Center 
in the Rhine River region can be adopted and 
modified at the Training Institute. In Diklat 
institutions, it is good if they have a model of a 
single forestry area and its interaction with set-

tlements and cities, for example from the Peak 
of Mt. Gede Pangrango along with the river 
flows and cities and settlements affected to the 
north coast of Jakarta where the Ciliwung River 
empties into the sea. This interactive map will 
be useful to influence the training / educating 
community both at the level of children and 
policy makers, on the importance of preserving 
forests and the environment.

p Gamin (l .) and Yopie 
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Sustainable forest management activities 
in Germany
by Toan Le Xuan, Vietnam, August 2019

After an introduction about the activities at the 
Hessen-Forst Forstamt (FMU) Bad Hersfeld by 
Mr Oliver Scholz and his colleagues I got a lot of 
information about the German forests.

Forestry in Germany
For people in Germany forests have always 
played an important role. They have consis-
tently been a highly important economic factor, 
raw material supplier, climate regulator, habitat 
for flora and fauna and a place where people go 
for recreation. Today, almost one third of the 
territory of Germany is covered with forest, and 
forested areas have gradually increased over the 
past decades. Contrary to the natural potential 
vegetation, only about one third of the total 
forest area is now stocked with broadleaf trees. 
The other two thirds are predominantly pure 
or mixed conifer forests. Forests increased by 
approx. 1 million hectares in Germany over the 
past four decades.

Close-to-nature forest management
Close-to-nature forest management uses natural 
processes to develop both ecologically and eco-
nomically valuable forests. Forest management 
in Germany virtually dispenses with pesticides 
and fertilizers. However, liming sometimes is 
used to improve the activity of soil bacteria after 
acid rain. Liming is the application (to soil) of 
calcium- and magnesium-rich materials in var-
ious forms, including marl, chalk, limestone, 
or hydrated lime. In acid soils, these materials 
react as a base and neutralize soil acidity. This 
often improves plant growth and increases the 
activity of soil bacteria, but oversupply may 
result in harm to plant life.

Natural regeneration
In Germany, natural regeneration of forest 
stands has become a well-accepted alternative 
to planting. The advantages of natural regener-
ation are avoiding high costs of planting large 
numbers of seedlings and having an often 
better adaptation to specific micro-sites. Nat-
ural regeneration occurs in much higher den-
sities. However, natural regeneration cannot be 
planned as accurately as plantations. Addition-
ally, its silvicultural initialization and mainte-
nance may be difficult. This includes, but is not 
limited to, treatment of parent trees, the opening 
of the canopy just enough to create light condi-
tions to foster regeneration or preparation of the 
seedbed.

Tending, pruning, thinning, select plus trees.
The tending operation readies the plantation 
for future management operations by removing 
a number of less-favoured trees. Tending can 
potentially improve the health of a planta-
tion. Tending is carried out at different times 
depending on the species concerned and the 
growth rate. It is normally carried out when the 
average height of broadleaves reaches approxi-
mately 8m.

The careful selection of Potential Crop 
Trees (PCT) is highly recommended for all 
future management. Future thinning operations 
will release the PCTs from competition with 
the result that they maintain their growth rates, 
increase their diameter and reduce the time 
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until final harvest. The number of PCTs selected 
is greater than the number of final crop trees 
required at final harvest.

Forest road system, skidding roads, soil protec-
tion, enrosion (Mr Marcel Mueller: Enterprise 
Assistant)
There are three types of forest roads: main 
roads which can be used all year, secondary 
roads which cannot enter in rainy seasons and 
skidding roads. Forest roads have two parts: 
the subgrade and the pavement. They consist 
of a coarse-crushed gravel (up to 5-10  cm in 
diameter) base course and a surface course of 
fine-crushed material (up to 1-2  cm in diam-
eter). The skidding roads are built 20-50m apart 
alongside of the main road. By using skidding 
roads, abstention from vehicle use on extensive 
areas of forest soil, and from interfering with 
the grown structure of the soil. The forest roads 
would be used for 15 years.

The cost of maintance depend on many fac-
tors such as: standard of construction, weight 
of vehicle, trafic density, travel speeds, climate 
condition… The significance of the forest’s 
function of protection from erosion applies 
not just to the mountains, but also to the hilly 
country making up a large portion of Germany’s 
topography.

Forestry road system is one of the important 
parts in sustainable forest management; and 
our Training Center also provides a course of 
construction and maintenance of forestry road 
system. The knowledge and experience from 
this trip will be very helpful for our teaching.

Insects (Bark beetles) and Fungi (Mr Julius Vollun: 
Forest Operation Assistant)
In the last two years, Germany has experienced 
long summer droughts and rising tempera-
tures, both of which are putting the country’s 
woodlands in peril. The result of high tem-
peratures and lack of rain drying out the trees, 
and in the case of the spruce, weakening its 
defenses against pests such as the bark beetle. 
Bark beetles are so named because they repro-
duce in the inner bark of trees. The bark beetle 
has a significant impact on both the ecological 
and economic environment of Norway spruce 
forests.

Harvesting machine, Forwarder logging,  
Cable winche
There are many modern machines used in har-
vesting in Germany which is more efficient and 
timesaving. The lumberjacks were well-trained 
and well-equiped to enter the forests for har-
vesting. I had the change to see the harvesting 

and debarking machine for the first time which 
was very impressive.

In Vietnam, chainsaw is the most common 
equipment used in harvesting because it is easy 
to handle and less expensive; but obviously it is 
less productive than other modern harvesting 
machines. The PSFM project provided many 
gears for our training courses such as helmet, 
boots, gloves, protective clothes, etc and a 
training course of Reduced Impact Logging 
with the expert from Germany. Moreover, the 
protective clothes are being designed to be more 
suitable for the tropical climate in Vietnam.

Timber assortment
The timber after being harvested is classified 
into 4 groups, 3- 5m (Dhb ~ 60cm) for Veneer; 
8m (dhb ~45cm) for furniture, floor, construc-
tion; 7m for Pallet, and the rest for fiberboard. 
The timber data is collected and sent to a third 
party for processing and calculation.

In addition, I was introduced about one of 
the ways to store timber: the wet storage. The 
constant sprinkling of stacks of trunk wood is 
the most important means of long-term storage 
of storm damage timber. It is the most common 
form of storage and is considered by both 
research scientists and forest practitioners to 
be the most reliable. The water for a sprinkling 
system can be extracted from groundwater, 
from rivers and streams or standing surface 
water, or taken from the public water supply. If 
only healthy timber is stored and it is sprinkled 
correctly, it is possible to maintain the quality of 
the timber over a long period. 

Mobile Forest Farmer Training School (Mr. Peter 
Kalb: Mastercraftsman)
This model provides the basic course for health 
& safety. There are 80-90 courses/ year; 8-10 
trainees/2 days/course. Each course covers half 
day of theory and 1.5 days of practice. This model 
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is a very creative idea and can be applied in our 
Training Center in the future. The trainees will 
be offered on-site training, so they can have the 
chance to practice in their own forests.

Secure points
The secure points help to save time and effort 
in case of emergencies. This can be learned to 
apply in Vietnam.

Tree classes
The assessment of the social class of a tree is in 
some cases difficult. Suppressed trees should not 
be equated with dying trees as, in a mixed-age 
stand, they represent future generations of trees. 
Classification on steep slopes presents a problem 
as even relatively short trees may receive direct 
light from above. In such cases, classification 
should be based on the relative height of the 
trees.

Game/wildlife, Damage
Hunting specifically helps sustainable forestry. 
Adapted hunting methods safeguard the con-
servation of forests and promote the natural 
regeneration of forest ecosystems with a diverse 
structure. The game populations are to be reg-
ulated in such a way that the natural regener-
ation of all the main species of trees is possible 
without fencing.

Biotops, protected trees and protected areas
The incidence of rare flora and fauna is also fos-
tered by targeted measures or omissions such as 
of the establishment, tending and conservation 
of close-to-nature forest edges. In protected 

areas, deadwood and protected trees are left in 
forests.

Big animals (roe deer, red deer, fallow deer 
and wild boar) still have secure habitats in spite 
of Germany being densely populated. Many 
insect species and soil organisms encounter 
living conditions there that have become rare 
outside of forests due to intensive human 
exploitation.

German Forests more diversely structured  
(Prof. Dr. Carola Paul)
German forests are dominated by mixed forests, 
with 76 % of the area percentage. Pine forests, 
with an area percentage of 57 % admixture or 
spruce forests with 71 % are relatively less mixed. 
All other forest cover types are more mixed.

The National Forest Inventory defines 
mixed forest as a forest in which trees of at least 
two botanical genera occur, whereby each of 
them has at least a 10 % area percentage. There-
fore, a beech forest with oaks or a spruce forest 
with firs is also a mixed forest.

City forest of Göttingen (Martin Levin)
The City Forest of Göttingen has been shaped 
by the great responsibility the city has shown 
towards its own forest. The total forest area is 
about 1.780 ha. In the City Forest, Beech for-
ests form the main tree species with a share of 
nearly 60 %. This is due to the long lasting close-
to-nature forest management and beech forests 
representing the potential natural vegetation 
type. The average timber stock is 420 m3/ha. The 
City Forest of Gottingen applies close-to-nature 
management principles making best use of nat-
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ural development processes. Forest operations 
such as thinnings are conducted only when 
necessary allowing to reduce costs considerably. 
Maximum two to three early thinnings are con-
ducted, as well as a systematic target diameter 
harvest regime. As general rule, no planting and 
tending of young stands is foreseen.

Sawmill Pollmeier
Pollmeier is the market leader for high-quality 
Beech lumber. Customers in 60 countries are 
realizing the benefits of using Beech lumber 
produced at state-of-the-art sawmills by 
The Pollmeier Group. Originally, Pollmeier was 
known solely as a producer of component parts 
for the furniture and cabinet industry.   As an 
internationally recognized producer of quality 
lumber products, Pollmeier delivers panels to 
the European furniture industry, flooring to 
Europe and North America, and has worldwide 
markets for the lumber.

Final comment
The Forest Expert Program helped me to gain 
real experience about sustainable forest man-
agement activities in Germany. I also had the 
opportunity to network with many experts to 
exchange knowledge, experience and future 
cooperation. I hope I will have more opportu-
nities to join other trainings or study further 
in Germany about forest management in the 
future. I would like to send my sincere thanks 
to Sabine – coordinater of the programe, PSFM 
project, Mr. Oliver Scholz and his colleagues.

Wartburg in Eisenach
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Natura 2000 in Germany
by Ekaterine Balarjishvili, Georgia, September/October 2019

I am currently working at the LEPL National 
Forestry Agency, at the Forest Inventory 
Department in Georgia as a chief specialist. My 
expectations and objectives to take part in the 
Forest Expert Program were:
• To gain more information and knowledge of 

following subjects:
• The methods of implementation of Forest 

Inventory and the structure of the manage-
ment plan in Germany;

• The Forest Inventory (NFI) practice in Ger-
many;

• About `Emerald Network` (Natura 2000)  – 
How to get information on such territories?
• What kind of information is available?
• What methods are available to obtain infor-

mation?
• How is it possible to integrate obtained 

information into management plan?
• How is it possible to monitor the area after-

wards?

19th September
I attended a big meeting of forest owners in 
Freising. The president Mr Josef Ziegler made 
a presentation and announced the current situ-
ation of the forests, he informed about the low 
prices of timber due to the low quality caused 
by bark beetles. The other representative was 
from the Bavarian State ministry for Nutrition, 
Agriculture and Forestry, Mr Robert Morigl. 
His presentation was about climate change, the 
influence on forests and the results. The climate 
change is THE main discussing issue of the gov-
ernment. People in the meeting were discussing 
reducing of the cuts, increasing reforestation 
and plantation by seeds and managing forests 
close to nature.

In the second part of the day at the Bavarian 
State ministry, I acquainted with Natura 2000 
in Germany. It was presented by Mr. Alexander 
Rumpel. The goal of Bavaria’s nature conserva-
tion policy is to maintain and further develop 
the biodiversity, habitat diversity and recre-
ational value of our landscape.

20th September
Bavarian State Institute of Forestry, Freising
Mr. Wolfgang Stöger presented information of 
the Bavarian State Institute of Forestry, which 
is a special agency within the Bavarian Forestry 

Administration. The Institute has a team of spe-
cialists that supports the forestry department of 
the Bavarian State Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry and its regional offices.

I want to emphasize the scientific research, 
which is developing climate risk maps for 
tomorrow’s forest, thus creating an important 
basis for forward-looking forest advisory ser-
vices.

The Institute is developing new methods for 
mapping important animal species for Natura 
2000. A mould aspirator helps them to detect 
rare beetles in tree cavities.

The Bavarian State Institute of Forestry 
gives expert advice on NATURA 2000 manage-
ment in forests. This includes the preparation 
and further development of practical support 
materials and mapping manuals for identifying 
and recording habitat types and species worthy 
of protection. Local mapping teams receive 
advice and training.

An issue that is more essential is knowledge 
transfer and forest pedagogy.

By putting together relevant, up-to-date 
publications, specialist conferences, training 
programs and exhibitions that are appropriate 
for the target group, the LWF makes a signifi-
cant contribution to the public relations work of 
the forestry administration. The institute is also 
a driving force behind developments in Forest 
Pedagogy, and coordinates the certification of 
forest-pedagogues in Bavaria. Then Mr. Stöger 
presented the concert of the National forest 
Inventory of Bavaria

NFI will considerably contribute to 
informing the policy processes and the public 
in the context, among others, of forest manage-
ment and biodiversity conservation. The results 
of NFI are significant at the international and 
national levels and the regional level. However, 
they cannot convey assertions for smaller refer-
ence units well. The number of samples is often 
too small for statistically substantiated evalua-
tions.

With Mr. Wolfgang we visited one of the 
sample plots, to show how a sampling is carried 
out.
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23th September, Göttingen
Faculty of Forest Science and Forest Ecology

Prof. Dohrenbusch’s presentation fascinated 
me, and made me want to attend a PhD pro-
gram at the faculty of Forest Sciences and Forest 
Ecology.

The Chair of Forest Inventory and remote 
sensing Dr. Lutz Fehrmann presented the sub-
ject of Forest inventories on different spatial 
levels (stand-level, enterprise-level and National 
Forest Inventory in Germany).

Dr. Fehrmann is one of the forest experts in 
Georgia. Until now there is a very good relation-
ship between the National Forestry Agency and 
Dr. Fehrmann.

24th September
The meeting with Mr. Hans Fuchs (GIS-expert 
and PhD) was very surprising as we already 
knew each other from Georgia. We had very 
interesting discussion about current inventory 
events in Georgia, challenges and problems 
like statistical data and their calculations. He 
showed me the forest inventory faculty’s gal-
lery, it looks like museum as there are presented 
for instance first forest management plan, first 
equipment and so on.

It was a pleasure to get more information 
about the German Forest Society, which was 
presented by Alexandra Arnold. I like the soci-
ety’s slogan `Wir sind Wald` (We are Forest!).

This is very good connection for forestry 
professionals to unite and promote their inter-
ests. The DFV is active in forest policy, nature 
conservation, education, and sharing infor-
mation. This organization has not only local 
importance but also on a global level.

25th September
I visited Göttingen city forest with other mem-
bers of the FEP-group. Our guider was forester 
Mr. Martin Levin. He showed the forest which 
main species are beech – 65 % and other hard-
woods (sycamore, ash, cherry and etc.) – 27 %, 
oak – 1 %, pine, Larch – 3 %.

It was very interesting to see two reference 
plots one of them is managed by foresters and 
other one by nature. To my surprise forest man-
aged by foresters was more well-conditioned 
than the other part.

26th September
Forest Economics and sustainable land use plan-
ning
Prof. Paul presented forest management plan-
ning in Germany.

27th September, Creuzburg, Thuringia
I had a factory tour at Pollmeier in Creuzburg, 
Thuringia, which operates the most powerful 
sawmills for beech wood. It is the world’s first 
producer of beech laminated veneer lumber. 
The factory is huge and well organized. https://
www.pollmeier.com/

Afterwards I visited Wartburg Castle  – it 
was so amazing and I enjoyed the views.

30th September, Immenstadt, Bavaria
Mr. Boris Mittermeier described Natura 2000 
main subjects and issues, its meaning, what is a 
favorable conservation status; which species are 
protected by the Natura 2000, how the sites are 
selected, which IT program is used for Natura 
2000 data. The forest research institute provide 
with infrared photos, which helps to identify 
species, inclinations, forest roads, shrub layer 
in the forests. Every 3 years infrared photos are 
taken.

Natura 2000 forests are divided by assess-
ment categories (A, B and C). These categories 
are account into the process of forest manage-
ment. Foresters decide what kind of needs are 
essential to fulfil for forests.

Mr. Mittermeier explained the forest man-
agement plan for Natura 2000, which are made 
separate from other parts of forests. The mea-
sure are also different.

Mr. Mittermeier showed parts of Natura 
2000: Restoration of bog woodlands in the 
forests. In former times, bog woodland repre-
sented a typical ecosystem within larger forests. 
However, bog woodlands have been affected by 
human intervention more than other ecosys-
tems and what is left today is mostly endangered 
and ineffective. Due to its importance for the 
climate and for various species, there is a strong 
need for action.

Near-natural bogs stabilize the landscape’s 
hydrologic balance. In conditions of extreme 
rainfall, they have a regulatory effect on water 
runoff, thus having an influence, about  water 
protection,  on high water and erosion. They 
also serve as a buffer and filter by retaining sub-
stances dissolved in the water.

Intact bogs store carbon, as they absorb 
carbon dioxide (CO2) during growth and store 
it in the peat over the long term. They are nat-
ural climate protectors, acting as ‘sinks’ for cli-
mate-relevant gas.

Because they began to develop thousands of 
years ago, and because of the preservative con-
ditions and the resistance of their layers, bogs 
serve as  archives of natural and cultural his-
tory. Bog vegetation developments (retraceable 
by means of pollen diagrams) and embedded 
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animal and plant remains make it possible to 
reconstruct our environment far back into the 
past.

1st October
Together with Mr. Mittermeier and with a 
higher nature conservation authority I went 
on a field trip. I saw how the team is working 
outside, how they are discussing for making 
important decisions.

2nd October
Together with Mr. Mittermeier I visited sites of 
Natura 2000.

Afterwards we visited Schwangau village 
and the royal castles Neuschwanstein in front of 
powerful Alpine peaks, Allgäu hills and idyllic 
lakes.

3rd October
Mr. Anton Specht described Natura 2000’s main 
issues.

4th October, Schwangau, Füssen
Mr. Lothar Poltmann showed the taxation card 
and methodology of assessment forest.

7th, 8th and 9th October, Traunstein
I visited both state-owned forests and pri-
vate forests. Their territory size are: private 
forests  – 368  km2 and state-owned forests  – 
588 km2. Main species are: Spruce – 55 %; Pine – 
6 %; Fir – 3 %; Larch – 1 %; Beech – 10 %; Oak – 
1 %; Other broad-leaved trees – 24 %.

There are three basic functions of equal 
status that can be derived from the forest law: 
Economic function (production of wood); Pro-
tective function (conservation of nature); Rec-
reational function.

The forest law shall in particular serve these 
purposes:

To maintain and if necessary increase the 
forest area; to preserve or establish a condition 
of the forest that is appropriate to the location 
and as close to nature as possible; to secure and 
strengthen the protective capacity, health and 
performance of the forest in the long term; to 
secure and increase the production of wood 
and other natural resources through sustainable 
forest management; to enable the population 
to relax in the forest and to improve the recre-
ational opportunities; to conserve and, if nec-
essary increase forest biodiversity; to support 
and encourage forest biodiversity; to support 
and encourage forest owners and their self-
help institutions in the pursuit of these goals; 
to strike a balance between the interests of the 
general public and those of forest owners.

Main tasks of the office: on the basis of 
the forests law the main tasks of the office are: 
execution of the sovereign tasks; managing the 
government funding of forest (private forests); 
consulting service for private forest owners.

Due to climate change, extreme weather 
events, drought and heat periods increase. As 
a result, infestation by bark beetle species are 
increasing, too.
• The concept of AELF Traunstein to control 

bark beetle pests is essentially based on the 
following: information, education, education 
and further training of forest owners;

• Monitoring
• Communication
• Public relations work
• Sovereign action

9th October, Wasserburg
Meeting Mr. Heinz Utshing

We visited forests and discussed what the 
main functions of foresters are.

The forest holding Wasserburg is managing 
19,612 hectares of state forest. It consist of 10 
districts, each about 2000 hectares in size.

Areas with special functions within the 
forest holding Wasserburg: closed forest – 12282 
ha; protective forest – 103 ha, nature conserva-
tion area 220 ha; Natura 2000 – 3699 ha; water 
protection area – 3147 ha; landscape conserva-
tion area – 8327 ha.

There were discussions about results of the 
forest management planning: tree species mix-
ture; Key aspects of activity  – Regeneration; 
Aims of tending. They described and showed 
charts of management principles for spruce and 
mixed spruce stands; There was a very inter-
esting climate scenario for these forest (spruce, 
Douglas, beech, ash, oak) areas in the years 
2050 and 2100.

We were part of a TV program as Mr. 
Utschig gave an interview for TV. His interview 
was about the current situation of the forests, 
about climate change outcomes, about bark bee-
tles and prevention acts against them.

10th October, Ebersberg
Mr. Martin Bachman’s presentation was about 
Natura 2000 and management parts of Natura 
200 areas. Mr. Tobias Schultz was presenting the 
forest office’s main obligations. For me it was 
very interesting to see Natura 2000 manage-
ment plan as forest education system.

We visited forests under the management 
of Natura 2000. There are special attitudes for 
protected species, animals, birds.
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11th October, Berchtesgaden, National Park.
Meeting Mr. Bernd Becker

The setting is unique: rugged cliffs, deep 
dark forests, wild torrents and glaciers, as well 
as peaceful green pastures, idyllic valleys, mar-
mots, rare orchids, over 700 different kinds of 
butterflies, chamois, ibex, red deer and several 
pairs of golden eagles. The variety here is exten-
sive; it is a unique little world where the nature 
can develop and where people can breathe in a 
healthy environment. Numerous activities allow 
visitors to experience this beauty and to reach it 
easily. A special “hikers’ bus”, for instance, takes 
passengers from Hintersee to Bindalm pasture 
and on to Hirschbichl.

14th October, Erfurt, Thuringia
I listened to Dr. Andreas Niepagen’s presenta-
tions about Thuringia, its history, geographical 
and cultural story. Another presentation was 
about Thüringen forest office (Thüringenforst).

I learnt:
• At the Thüringen forest office the manage-

ment of all ownerships is combined
• There is one management plan for Natura 

2000 and other forest areas, the silvicultural 
operations is planned for both parties. Infor-
mation about Natura 2000 species are col-
lected by specialists

• The information material such as brochures, 
leaflets and books are comprehensive and at 
a high quality giving advice and information 
about trees species, birds and mosses.

• Nature pedagogic for schoolchildren

15th October, Gotha
Mr. Andreas Reinkober explained the structure 
of management plan for both `Natura 2000` 
and other part of forests. On the second part of 
day we visited the state forest part.

16th October
Visit of the Hainich National Park, Thuringia

Mr. Manfred Großmann gave us informa-
tion about the Hainich National park, which 
is primeval forest in the center of Germany. Its 
area is 16000 ha, forest area is 13,000 ha and the 
dominating species is beech (11,000 ha). It is the 
largest compact deciduous forest in Germany. 
Hainich is characterized geologically by shell 
limestone; there are some local loess accumu-
lations.

Hainich’s southern part  – today’s National 
park, has been served for the army for decades. 
As parts of this area could not be used for for-
estry for the last 40 years these woodlands have 
been able to develop without human interfer-
ence and have come close to a virgin natural 

forest, that has disappeared in middle Europe 
for a long time. The Hainich National Park rep-
resents a habitat mosaic consisting of nutrient 
poor chalky grasslands at the edges with many 
pond and little waters spreading all over, with 
bushes and little tree groups changing into large 
spaces overgrown with bushes that change into 
the largest part, woodlands with tremendously 
impressive old trees, shaped trees and dead 
trees, deciduous forest with various species and 
structures and several endangered animals like 
the wild cat and middle spotted woodpecker.

The magnificent beech forest in the geo-
graphical centre of Germany creates the effect of 
a green cathedral: with pillars made of smooth, 
straight beech trunks and a roof made of high 
friendly green crowns of leaves.

17th October, Gotha
Meeting Mr. Ingolf Profft

ThüringenForst  – Institution under public 
law was established in 2012. It is responsible for 
managing 2040000 ha of state-owned forests of 
the free state of Thuringia/Germany on behalf 
of the Thuringian Ministry for infrastructure 
and agriculture. It has 24 forestry offices and 279 
forest districts and its headquarters are located 
in Erfurt. Additional unit belonging to Thürin-
genForst are the forest research and competence 
center Gotha, the forest education center Geher, 
3 forest youth hostels and a tree nursery. It has 
about 1300 employees.

18th October
Meeting with Mr. Sergej Chmara, Thüringen-
Forst

Mr Chmara presented and showed many 
projects of GIS, drone machines, of laser and 
other new equipment. He gave a lot of informa-
tion, which I have shared with my colleagues.

My conclusions from the FEP hospitation:
The Forest Expert Program gave me the chance 
to know not only a high level of forest man-
agement but I also to saw very beautiful cities 
and villages of Germany  – there are: Munich; 
Freising; Göttingen; Nürnberg; Immenstadt, 
Traunstein; Wasserburg; Berchtesgaden; Gotha; 
Erfurt; Frankfurt; many villages.

The forest expert program was very well 
organized in everything: transport, hotels, pro-
fessional and friendly people.

Germany is amazing, extraordinary, and 
beautiful with high culture, professional and 
friendly people. I am astonished until now.

Thank you very much for your energy and 
time. I appreciate your business and humanity 
and friendly attitude.

In Gotha p q
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German forestry and implementation of 
EU Timber Regulation
by Li Ming, China, August/September 2019

I applied for the Forest Expert Program because 
of my strong interests on German forestry and 
implementation of EU Timber Regulation. The 
trip was very well managed by the German 
Forest Society which met all my demands. 
Although I keep focusing on German forestry 
from literature and internet, the field learning 
gave me a precious opportunity to go into the 
forest to see how the forest is managed and dis-
cuss with the German experts about the stories 
behind. All the German experts receiving me 
were very professional and willing to share their 
knowledge and experience with me. I had a very 
fruitful trip and the achievement is beyond my 
expectations.

This program provides custom-tailored 
itinerary for each participant which is very dif-
ferent from other training programs that I have 
participated. The one-to-one communication is 
very efficient and targeted. I have learned a lot. 
It must take much more time for the organizer 
to coordinate the specific program but the effect 
is much better than a traditional workshop 
for dozens of participants following the same 
agenda. Mrs. Sabine Kühling, the coordinator 
for this program is doing excellent work. She 
decided my program concerning my needs and 
attempted to find the right host organizations 
and persons to visit. She arranged all the logis-
tics issues for participants considerately and 
even worked on weekends and nights to help 
us travel smoothly. She respected all our inter-
ests and gave feedback on our questions even 
standing in our perspective because of her rich 
experiences on forestry development in other 
countries.

During the one-month training in Ger-
many I visited governments, enterprises, asso-
ciations and research organizations to see how 
EUTR is implemented in Germany and how 
they support each other to improve the imple-
mentation. I visited several forest district offices 
to learn their close to nature forest management 
practices to ensure multi-functional forest on 
site and how they compile the management 
plan for next year and 10 years. I also visited the 
rehabilitation and healing forest to understand 
the development and progresses made for this 
new type of utilisation.

Here are the key points I would like to high-
light which gave me inspiration to my work:

a) Forest products trade and timber industry:
•  Cooperation between EU member states 

and the cooperation between EU and VPA 
country enable the information exchanges on 
EUTR enforcement.

•  BLE is doing sampling inspection on opera-
tors based on the assessment of timber origin, 
species, volume and unusual cases.

•  Thünen Centre of Competence on the Origin 
of Timber provides technical support on 
EUTR implementation, especially on wood 
identification.

•  The associations develop tools and guidelines 
for companies to understand the situation in 
producing countries and better fulfil the DDS 
obligation.

b) Sustainable forest management:
•  Close to nature forest management is the core 

concept of German forestry which keeps the 
target trees and cut the surrounding trees 
blocking the growth of target trees.

•  Multi-functional forest is very common in 
Germany. The forest always fulfills ecological, 
social and economic functions at the same 
time with various objective for different forest 
area.

•  The forest management planning, based on 
the current status of the forest resources, gives 
an outlook of the work for 10 years. The for-
esters decide by themselves on the annual 
working plan which shows the flexibility of 
forest management practice at local level.

c) Rehabilitation and healing forest:
•  Germany developed the first European reha-

bilitation and healing forest in Usedom/
Mecklenburg-West Pomerania (MV) with 
support from the federal government, forest 
owners and related industries.

•  Rehabilitation and healing forest is still at 
the early stage of development. Education on 
forest therapy is helping to improve awareness 
and capacity of forest and health professionals. 
It is tried to add forest therapy in public health 
insurance as a prevention method.
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Written below are my activities during the pro-
gram in Germany:

I started my travel from Berlin. I visited 
Mr. Jörg Schwabe, the division director of 
GD Holz, on August 29. I learned about how 
EUTR works in Germany and the associa-
tion’s efforts to support companies meeting the 
requirements from EUTR. GD Holz developed 
tools and guidelines for their member compa-
nies to understand the situation in producing 
countries and better fulfil the DDS obligation. 
I also helped to clarify some confusions on 
the documents from China. As a monitoring 
organization of EUTR, GD Holz helps and 
provides consultation for DDS establishment 
and improvement. I’m doing similar work on 
improving the capacity of Chinese companies 
meeting international market requirements. It 
is very helpful to see what activities European 
monitoring organizations are developing and 
how to mitigate the legality risks of the prod-
ucts from MO’s perspective.

Afterwards I visited Ms. Brigitte Japp from 
Berlin city forest on August 30. The city forest 
plays an important role on education. I went 
to one of the 8 forest schools in the city forest. 
The forest education center provides not only 
knowledge on the forest ecosystem but also 
experiences and exploration in the forest. The 
course there is very well organized and brings 
a lot of fun for children. In China we have also 
this kind of forest education centers in some 
cities and I would like to link them for commu-
nication and exchanges.

I met Mr. Felix Adolphi, the director of the 
district forest Neu Pudagla in MV, from Sep-
tember 2-3. I went to the first European rehabil-
itation and healing forest in Usedom. It was very 
impressive to see the efforts from government 
and forest owners. I realised the idea of rehabil-
itation and healing forest came from the local 
forest owners. The federal government issued 
the standard and revised the forest law to sup-
port the development of the rehabilitation and 
healing forest. In China we are promoting forest 
therapy to attract people to get closer to nature. 
It is very helpful to see how the first rehabilita-
tion and healing forest was developed and the 
effect on the forest. It’s also important for me 
to understand the real situation in Germany- 
it’s still the early stage of the rehabilitation and 
healing forest development. I’d like to introduce 
the concept to China in my future work.

I visited the forester Sebastian Erkel from 
the University Forest Greifswald on September 
4. It was my first time to know that a university 
had such large forest area. Some of the forest 
area was over harvested and destroyed after the 

world war II. Then the Germany forester recov-
ered the forest through near-nature forest man-
agement. Now the forest is very productive and 
is playing also a social and ecological role.

The day after I visited Thomas Schröder, the 
director of federal forest office Ückermünde, 
from September 5-6. I learned about the man-
agement system of federal forest. The forest 
management in special areas such as military 
area and natural heritage is different from the 
normal forest but it’s also allowed to harvest. I 
also experienced sand storm and saw the low 
water level of the stream in the forest. The dried 
spruce infected with bark beetles will soon be 
harvested and regeneration strategy will mainly 
be relying on natural regeneration because of 
the high cost of the artificial regeneration. I 
also saw the timber harvest including chainsaw 
logging and machinery logging as well as skid-
ding in the forest to understand the whole pro-
cess of the timber production and selling. I was 
impressed by the high efficiency and electronic 
recording along the process.

I met Mr. Uwe Herring, the head of export 
of Mayr-Mellenhof Hüttemann, in the morning 
on September 9. I was looking forward to visit 
the wood cluster Wismar for a long time as 
it’s the biggest coniferous timber processing 
in Germany. Not only the large factories with 
high-tech but also the cluster effect strengthen 
the competitiveness of the products in the inter-
national market. The wooden constructions in 
China are a potential large market but the prod-
ucts need to be localised.

I visited Ms. Tomke de Vries from the Forest 
Service and Energy GmbH in the afternoon on 
September 9. I learned about the ongoing edu-
cational program on forest therapy. The meeting 
also helps to clarify some misunderstanding in 
China on Germany’s forest therapy. There is no 
common definition on forest therapy yet and it 
has not been included in the health insurance 
system in Germany. But the program tried 
to identify forest therapy and to improve the 
knowledge of forest and health care as a profes-
sional forest therapy. Based on some research 
outcomes the Forest Service and Energy GmbH 
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is trying to include forest therapy in public 
health insurance as a prevention method but it 
takes time.

On September 10 I visited Mr. Mathias 
Regenstein, director of the District Forest Office 
of Schlemmin, together with the Russian partic-
ipants of the FEP program. He showed us the 
different management measures undertaken 
for stands in different situations. I learned that 
the mixed structure of the forest doesn’t only 
mean trees mixed but also mixed blocks. Both 
have advantages and disadvantages. The thin-
ning period of spruce is about every 7 years and 
10 %-15 % harvesting volume each time. The 
forest office has an e-system that records all the 
management activities and update the data of 
the forest automatically.

From September 11-12 I visited Mr. Lutz 
Kulenkampff, the former director of the Dis-
trict Forest Office of Sellhorn. I went into the 
forest and understood the forest degradation in 
the history and the efforts to re-establish forest 
and make the utilisation sustainable. Now the 
forest there is well-balanced with the ecolog-
ical, social and economic aspects. I realised the 
long-term policy commitment ensures the suc-
cessful implement of multi-functional forestry. 
The forest office took a series of measures to 
adopt close to nature forest management mea-
sures and lower the operation cost. The suc-
cessful LÖWE program provides experiences 
and inspirations that I will do some research 
and share with my Chinese colleagues and try 
to help adapt to China.

I visited Dr. Gerald Koch and Dr. Ulrich 
Bick from Thünen Institute on September 13 
and 16. I learned the development of Thünen 
Centre of Competence on the Origin of Timber 
under the background of EUTR. It provides 
technical support on EUTR implementation, 
especially on wood identification. I saw the pro-
cess of receiving, testing and feedbacks on the 
wood product samples. 3/4 of the samples were 
made in China and they were sent to the center 
by German government, companies and NGOs. 
The cooperation between the technical center 
and German government is a good example 
for China’s future work on controlling timber 

legality. I will share the cooperation model with 
my colleagues.

I visited BMEL on September 18. In the 
morning I joined the Chinese delegation to 
attend the Sino-German workshop on sustain-
able forest management. The technical work-
shop shared the experiences on forest man-
agement and forest planning in both countries 
and discussed the potential cooperation. In the 
afternoon, I learned from Mr. Rainer Trageser 
about the organizational structure and responsi-
bilities of BMEL on forestry and German forest 
policy. Then Mr. Matthias Schwoerer shared 
with me the bilateral and multilateral interna-
tional forestry cooperation between Germany 
and other countries. I understood the focus of 
German forestry cooperation and realised that 
German and China have common interests on 
supporting the tropical countries on sustainable 
forest management. I think the further cooper-
ation between China and German on the third 
country will be a good model for future devel-
opment program.

I met Dr. Lukas Giessen, the principle scien-
tist of European Forest Institute in the morning 
of September 19. We are both doing research 
on forest policy and economy so we shared our 
views and progresses on the research work we 
are doing in the forest governance area. Lukas 
showed great interest on China playing more 
important role in international forest policy. We 
had an idea to establish a joint research on Chi-
na’s contribution on international forest policy 
and made a draft proposal. More work needs to 
be done to revise the proposal and get funding 
for the joint research from both sides.

I visited Ms. Jenny Wong, the programme 
officer of UNFCCC Secretariat in the after-
noon of September 19. She shared with me the 
progresses achieved on UNFCCC and the data 
analysis work related to forest and land use. I 
learned that forest is one of the major carbon 
mitigation method globally. It helps the devel-
oping countries to protect their forest. She wel-
comed me to be an expert for reviewing country 
reports in the future.

On September 20 I visited Mr. Matthias 
Rau, the assistant desk officer of BLE. As the 
competent authority of EUTR in Germany, BLE 
is responsible for the law enforcement. Matthias 
shared how BLE checks the imported forest 
products regulated by EUTR and how the timber 
products with/without FLEGT-license are going 
through the customs. BLE has accumulated 
experiences on inspection gradually during the 
6 years implementation of EUTR. More focus 
is paid on the high-risk timber origin, species 
and volume. Cooperation between EU member 
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states and the cooperation between EU and VPA 
country has been formed. It’s also interesting to 
know about the awareness raising and educa-
tion for the enterprises. Most of the enterprises 
with weak DDS inspected by BLE were given a 
warning, they will be inspected again after 1 or 
2 years afterwards. 2017 is the year BLE focused 
on products imported from China. I would like 
to know more about how the second inspection 
is going for the operators importing from China. 
In recent years we have been doing research and 
capacity building activities for Chinese enter-
prises on timber legality and traceability issues. 
I will keep looking at the challenges the compa-
nies are facing and do related work to support 
them meeting market requirements.

From September 23 to 27 I met other par-
ticipants from the training program and work 
together for the whole week. We listened to pre-
sentations on the faculty of forestry in Göttingen 
University and its international program from 
Prof. Achim Dohrenbusch and Dr. Inga Mölder 
in the morning of September 23. A scientific 
committee of tutors instead of the traditional 
one-to-one tutor is an innovative measure in 
Göttingen University. We listened to the presen-
tation on forest inventory and remote sensing 
from Dr. Lutz Fehrmann in the afternoon. I had 
a clear understanding of the methodology and 
practice of federal forest inventory.

We listened to the presentation from Ms. 
Alexandra Arnold on the role of the German 
Forest Society (DFV) and forest politics in Ger-
many on September 24. I felt the German Forest 
Society really had a strong resources network in 
Germany and even with other countries. I think 
German Forest Society will be a good partner 
of mine for my future work on German forestry 
research. In the afternoon 3 trainees, including 
colleagues from Georgia, Vietnam and me, 
introduced about our own work and had inter-
actions with Mr. Stefan Wagner from BMEL, 
Mr. Lutz Kulenkampff, Ms. Alexandra Arnold 
and Mrs. Sabine Kühling from DFV. I was very 
happy to share my research on forest products 
trade and German forestry. At the same time, I 
also understood what my colleagues from other 
countries were doing and why they applied for 
this program. I think this kind of communica-
tion is necessary for both trainees and organi-
zations in Germany who are responsible for the 
program.

We had a field trip to the forest led by Mr. 
Martin Levin, the former chief forester of Göt-
tingen City Forest, on September 25. The main 
objective of the forest management in the city 
forest is social function. It plays an important 
role for recreation and education for the citi-

zens. Meanwhile, forest biodiversity and timber 
production are in good status as well. It provides 
inspirations to our urban forest in China where 
most of the city forest are strictly protected as 
ecological forest. The multifunctional forest 
management in China still facing some difficul-
ties under the current administrative system.

We listened to the presentation from Prof. 
Carola Paul on the modern planning tools in 
forest management planning in the morning 
of September 26ed. It was quite informative 
and cover both planning practice and academic 
research. The forest management planning in 
Germany is based on the current status of the 
forest resources and gives an outlook of the 
work in 10 years. The foresters can decide by 
themselves on the annual working plan which 
shows the flexibility of forest management on 
the local level. In China we are exploring to 
give more flexible spaces as one unified policy 
cannot be adjusted in the whole country. More 
pilot and research work are needed to prove the 
advantages of flexible forest management under 
the framework policy. In the afternoon we had 
a joint field trip with Prof. Carola Paul, Dr. Lutz 
Fehrmann and Dr. Jens Wiesehahn. We learned 
about the forest inventory practice in the federal 
state forest near Göttingen.

We visited Pollmeier, one of the biggest 
hardwood processing companies in Germany, 
on September 27. Mr. Tolga Öezkacanz showed 
us around the processing line of the BauBuche 
product and sawn timber. The technology 
intensive processing plant is huge, clean and 
not so many people areworking inside. For the 
annual processing capacity of 1 million cubic 
meter timber, there are only 700 employees 
for the company totally. This is the example of 
the upgrading for Chinese timber processing 
industry. I was surprised about the self-control 
of German companies on environment protec-
tion. Without frequent inspections from the 
government on the waste water, gas and other 
materials, the companies control it by them-
selves and have annual energy audits. The envi-
ronment requirement is a big challenge for our 
manufacturing. I will collect more information 
on German environment regulations towards 
manufacturing and see how the self-motivated 
environment behaviour has been developed.

p From the left: 
Matthias Regenstein, Li 
Ming, Sabine Kühling, 
Nikolay Nevmerzhitsky
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Sustainable forestry in times of climate 
change
by Myroslav Kabal, Ukraine, October 2019

I am the head of the Forest Laboratory in the 
Biosphere Reserve of the Carpathians, Rachiv, 
Transcarpathian Region, Ukraine. My current 
main tasks are:
• the recording of the structure of forest cover 

and natural regeneration in primeval forests 
and secondary forests;

• the renaturation of spruce monocultures to 
semi-natural forests;

• Forest management in the various protected 
areas of the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve.

I participated in the Forest Expert Program in 
October 2019. During this program I had the 
opportunity to get to know different aspects of 
forestry and nature conservation in Germany: 
from the Bavarian Alps, through the Thuringian 
forests, to the island of Rügen. The one-month 
program offered me a variety of insights, such 
as sustainable forest management in times of 
climate change, protection forest management, Myroslav in the north of Germany on the island Rügen p an in the Alps q
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Natura 2000 management, nature reserve man-
agement, forest applications of GIS, forest legis-
lation, forest research and monitoring as well as 
forest pedagogy.

Sustainable forestry is based on the idea of 
the lasting existence of forests. Sustainable forest 
systems integrate a wide range of functions: 
economic use (such as wood and hunting), con-
servation of biodiversity (through habitat trees 
and deadwood), avalanche protection, water 
conservation, recreation, religious aspects and 
many more.

In recent years, the problems have increased 
in the monoculture forests  – bark beetle in 
spruce, dry beech, sponge spinner in oak, sick 
ash and elm trees, storm damage, etc. Logically, 
the question arises: which species next? Which 
„forest face“, which tree species, which forest 
structure do we need in 20, 50 or 100 years? It 
has been shown that the most stable and safest 
forest ecosystems under the effects of climate 
change consist of at least 4-5 different tree spe-
cies. Monoculture forests, on the other hand, 
with a one-layer structure are very susceptible 
to various disruptions in the future. The motto 
at Thüringen Forst is therefore: „Our opportu-
nity in times of climate change: the forest con-
version“. The goal of this forest conversion is to 
create stable and multifunctional mixed forests 

with five or more tree species and three layers of 
trees. The species composition and structure of 
the individual stands is determined taking into 
account the soil, the current terrain climate and 
the 100-year climate forecast.

All the experience gained helps me to better 
understand the current strategies for sustain-
able forest management and nature conserva-
tion management. At the same time I take the 
new strategies to my home country to look 
for solutions to the problems of the Biosphere 
Reserve of the Carpathians. This helps me to 
find new ways to solve the problems of the Bio-
sphere Reserve of the Carpathians.

I would also like to highlight the unforget-
table insights into German culture and German 
hospitality. I thank all my colleagues for the 
warm welcome and invite you all to visit the 
Ukraine and the Carpathians.

I remain open to new contacts and ideas 
and hope to work with our German colleagues 
in the future as well.

Thank you for organizing this great 
exchange program and all the people who 
accompanied me during the stay.

p Myroslav Kabal (left) 
and Dr . Andreas 
Niepagen
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As part of the Forest Expert Program of the 
German Forest Society, a training session on 
„Modern management systems for forest man-
agement with the focus on forest fire took place 
in March 2016. Fifteen forest fire experts from 
the Guangdong Province Fire Supervision Cen-
ters participated in this training.

Guangdong, with its 178,000 square kilome-
ters, is not only the most populated and richest 
province in China, with 9.3 million hectares of 
forest it is also one of the most forested prov-
inces. A big problem are the man-made fires 
when burning fields and reclaiming farmland.

The program was conducted in cooperation 
with the Forest Inventory and Remote Sensing 
Department of the Forest Faculty of the Univer-
sity of Göttingen. The Chinese experts visited 
seminars and excursions in Lower Saxony and

Brandenburg / Berlin. Not only lecturers 
from university and university mediated for-
est-related topics. Ina Abel from the Lower 
Saxony Ministry of Food and Agriculture gave 
an insight into the legal basis of forest fire 
in Germany and Europe. In addition, Victor 
Garcia from the Ministry of the Environment 
in Galicia held a two-day seminar to discuss the 
forest fire fighting and control environment in 
Spain. In Berlin the Federal Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture, the German Forestry Council 
and the German Forest Society informed on 
current forest policy topics.

Chinese forest fire experts in Germany
by Sabine Kühling (DFV)

Forest fire monitoring in practice
During the excursions in the forests of Lower 
Saxony, Brandenburg and Berlin, the Chinese 
forestry experts were able to inform themselves 
clearly about the various aspects of the forest 
fire problem. In the forest fire center Wünsdorf 
the forest fire monitoring system »Fire Watch« 
used in Lower Saxony and Brandenburg was 
presented and subsequently a forest fire mon-
itoring tower equipped with state-of-the-art 
camera technology was visited. At the profes-
sional fire department in Göttingen and the vol-
unteer fire department Ehrhorn / Wintermoor, 
the structure of the fire brigades in Germany 
and the forest fire fighting technique used were 
demonstrated.

In the forest of the monastery forest Miele 
the Chinese experts got an impression of how 
one of the largest forest fires in Germany still 
affects the management of the forests 40 years 
later. When visiting the Potsdam Institute for 
Climate Impact Research, scientists presented 
the latest projects and models related to fire 
ecology and forest ecosystems. The Berlin City 
Forests organized a whole day around the topic 
of forest education. Since forest fires in Ger-
many occur mainly in pine forests, the program 
was rounded off by a forest excursion in the 
alder stands in the Spreewald and the beech- 
and broadleaved stands around Göttingen.
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From October 9 to 15, 2016, the Belarussian 
Deputy Minister of Forestry Alexander Kulic 
as well as forest managers of the six Belarus-
sian administrative districts and the director of 
forest management informed themselves about 
the sustainable and multifunctional manage-
ment of German forests. Under the topic „Pos-
sibilities for Sustainable Forest Management in 
Intensively Used Forests: Experiences in Ger-
many“, the German Forest Society (DFV) and 
Sachsenforst organized the one-week forest 
excursion program.

With its 39 % proportion of forest land, 
Belarus is one of the most densely wooded 
countries in Europe. During the last 60 years, 
the forest area has already been doubled and 
today it is about 9.4 million hectares. A fur-
ther increase of forestland is planned, because 
the forestry sector is the largest employer in the 
country.

The delegation was welcomed by Daniel 
Gellner, head of the forestry department at the 
Saxon State Ministry for the Environment and 
Agriculture, saxony forest managing director 
Prof. dr. Hubert Braun and DFV Managing 
Director Marcus Kühling in Graupa near 
Dresden, the headquarters management of the 
state-owned enterprise Sachsenforst.

Experiences and opinions were intensively 
exchanged after the presentation of Sachsenforst 
and its competence center for forestry. Large dif-
ferences in the distribution of forest ownership 
as well as the responsibilities of the respective 
authorities prompted the discussions about for-
estry policy. In the forest district “Bärenfels” the 
group visited the permanent observation area 
for forest and climate monitoring „Altenberg“ 
as well as the communal forest Altenberg and 
the forest of Tharandt on the topics „advice and 
preservation of the owner’s interests in the com-
munal forest“, „forest development“ and „eco-
logical forest conversion“. The process chain 
„harvesting“, from forest management to timber 
sales, was also a further and important excur-
sion focus for the guests, as these processes are 
currently being optimized in the Belarusian 
Forestry Administration.

Representatives of the nursery forest Naum-
burg (Saxony-Anhalt) led the delegation into 
the forests around Halle and Naumburg with 
the focus on FSC certification and on the topic 

Belarussian delegation visits Sachsenforst
by Sabine Kühling (DFV) and Klaus Kühling (Saxon Forestry)

of „harvesting measures communication“ espe-
cially in forestry interventions near the city. The 
reforestation of forests and the creation of forest 
structures which are resilient climate change 
were discussed in the forest district of Leipzig. 
The open approach to the issue of wet forest 
sites in post-mining landscapes was welcomed 
by the group.

The Lower Forestry Department of northern 
Saxony provided information on wildfire mon-
itoring by means of a camera-based automated 
early wildfire detection system and the extent 
and interfaces of the various institutions / actors 
in the event of a wildfire. In Berlin representa-
tives of the German Forestry Council explained 
the forest policy work in Germany.

At the end of the delegation visit, a mem-
orandum was signed between the Belarussian 
Ministry for Forestry and the German Forest 
Society in order to further establish and pro-
mote a professional exchange in the future. The 
first preparations for a return visit have already 
started.

The delegation visit was supported by the 
ENPI-FLEG II program, funded by the World 
Bank and the European Union and implemented 
by the WWF Russia. Its aim is to improve forest 
law enforcement and governance. Instruments 
include roundtable discussions and this del-
egation trip carried out by the German Forest 
Society.
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From June 9 to 17, 2018, seven high-ranking for-
esters of the Peruvian forest and environmental 
administration and employees working with the 
German Society for International Cooperation 
(GIZ) GmbH learned about the system of forest 
management in Germany. The main topics were 
the organization of public forest management, 
forest management in state, local and private 
forests, vocational training in the forest sector, 
rooms for citizen participation as well as polit-
ical dialogue and communication between the 
Federal Ministry and state forest administra-
tions.

This expert dialogue had Bavaria as a 
regional focus and ended up in the German 
capital Berlin. The Peruvians, accompanied by 
the German Forest Society and GIZ, visited the 
Bavarian State Ministry of Food, Agriculture 
and Forests in Munich, the Bavarian State For-
ests (BaySF) in Regensburg, the BaySF forestry 
management unit Schliersee, and Frhrl. from 
Niethammer’s private forest in Mengkofen, 
the Bavarian Forest School in Buchenbühl and 
finally the Federal Ministry of Food and Agri-
culture (BMEL) in Berlin.

Peru has about 70 million hectares of forest. 
So far, only 20 % of these have been managed 
sustainably. About 1 million hectares are FSC or 
FSC Controlled Wood certified. Public institu-
tions in the forest sector have made great efforts 
in recent years to promote comprehensive plan-
ning and establish modern management sys-
tems that guarantee the legal origin of forest 
products.

Visit of a Peruvian forest delegation
by Christine Blohm (DFV) and Hannes Hotz (GIZ)

After a week of encounters and visits out-
side and inside the forest, the Peruvian experts 
saw that, apart from the differences in culture 
and political systems, there are generally many 
similarities in the challenges for efficient forest 
management and a competitive sector. What 
was striking for them was the following: While 
1,500 hectares of public workers in Bavaria 
manage 2.5 million hectares, the Ucayali forest 
administration has to manage 10 million hect-
ares with fewer than 200 people.

This exchange experience has strengthened 
the relationship between managers from the 
public forest sector in Peru and Germany. Last 
but not least, the Peruvian government is sup-
ported by the commitment of German develop-
ment cooperation.

The plan is to repeat this dialogue in the 
Amazon basin with experts from Germany.

This exchange of experts took place within 
the framework of the German development 
cooperation program „ProAmbiente II“ carried 
out by GIZ on behalf of the Federal Ministry 
for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(BMZ) in coordination with the Forest Expert, 
which is run by the German Forest Society 
(DFV) and funded by the Federal Ministry 
of Agriculture (BMEL) Program instead. The 
German Forest Society and the Peruvian dele-
gation would like to thank all those people from 
Bavaria and Berlin who contributed to the great 
success and the high level of information!
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Expert exchange between German and Indone-
sian forestry professionals on reforestation and 
reforestation
As part of a nine-day information and study 
trip in August and September 2018, a group 
of Indonesian foresters visited forest-relevant 
institutions in northern and eastern Germany. 
This technical exchange took place as part of 
a strategic partnership between the German 
Forest Society and the FOR-CES and Climate 
Change Program (FORCLIME) of the German 
Association for International Cooperation 
(GIZ). Within the Forest Expert Program initi-
ated by the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, the 
German Forest Society had prepared and orga-
nized the trip.

Participants in the delegation were the 
heads of several Indonesian forestry offices, 
co-workers of provincial forestry administra-
tions and representatives of several departments 
of the National Forestry Ministry in Jakarta.

In line with the increasingly important the-
matic focus on reforestation in Indonesia, the 
forest-based starting point in Germany was first 
presented during a visit to the Alfred Toepfer 
Academy for Nature Conservation of the Lower 
Saxony Ministry of the Environment (Schnev-
erdingen) and the historical background of 
extensive reforestation in the Lüneburg Heath 
was highlighted ,

Since construction and processes in German 
forestry offices are also of particular interest, the 
participants were then able to gain an idea of   
the structures of a public-law forestry enterprise 
and the organization and working methods of 
one of its sub-plants using the example of the 
Sellorm forest office.

The next step was the legal framework for 
the production of forest reproductive material 
as well as the harvesting, processing and storage 
of seeds of Central European tree species. The 
Forest Seed Advice Center Oerrel provided 
first-hand information on this topic, and tech-
nical measures in dealing with forest seed were 
also demonstrated in practice.

In the further course of the study tour, 
the colleagues from Indonesia were given the 
opportunity to inform themselves on frame-
work conditions and rational working tech-
niques in the production of high-quality forest 
plants in two leading private tree nurseries.

Forest Expert Exchange in German forests
by Lutz Hofheinz, FORCLIME Forests and Climate Change Program (TC)

Towards the end of the excursion program, 
they devoted themselves to afforestation of 
marginal sites. In view of the upcoming reha-
bilitation of extensive mining areas in various 
provinces of Indonesia, this topic is of particular 
relevance and met with great interest accord-
ingly. In particular, the reforestation of former 
lignite opencast mining areas in the state-forest 
enterprise Sachsenforst, Forstbezirk Leipzig, 
was presented in theory and practice and dis-
cussed extensively.

In concluding the impressions and experi-
ences, the visitors were particularly impressed 
by the professional identification of German 
foresters. In addition, it had been noticed that 
forestry offices in Germany are equipped with 
very far-reaching competences in comparison 
to Indonesian departments and that they have 
considerable scope for decision-making. It 
had also become clear, especially in the Lower 
Saxon Forestry Offices, that the reconstruction 
of diverse and stable forests sometimes requires 
a long breath and can take advantage of several 
generations of foresters and foresters. And in 
connection with the visit of the tree nurseries, 
not only the considerable capacities of these 
companies, but above all the trusting coopera-
tion between the public and the private sector 
were impressive.

Last but not least, the colleagues from South 
East Asia perceived the Deutscher Forstverein as 
a competent contact for all questions of forestry 
in Germany, whose managing director insisted 
on accompanying the group over long stretches 
of the visit program and personally informing 
about important connections. The FORCLIME 
project would like to thank you for the good 
cooperation and will continue the cooperation.
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As part of an eleven-day information and study 
trip in August 2019, a group of Indonesian 
foresters visited forest-relevant institutions in 
northern and eastern Germany. This technical 
exchange took place as part of a strategic part-
nership between the German Forest Society 
and the FORCES and Climate Change Program 

(FORCLIME) of the 
German Associa-
tion for International 
Cooperation (GIZ). 
Within the Forest 
Expert Program ini-
tiated by the Federal 
Ministry of Agri-
culture, the German 
Forest Society had 
prepared and orga-
nized the trip.

Participants in the 
delegation were the 
heads of several Indo-
nesian forestry offices, 
co-workers of provin-
cial forestry adminis-
trations and represen-

Indonesian-German Dialogue on Participa-
tive Management of Protected Areas, 2019
by Lutz Hofheinz (GIZ) and Sabine Kühling (DFV)

tatives of several departments of the National 
Forestry Ministry in Jakarta.

The aim of this expert exchange was on the 
one hand to get an insight into structure, orga-
nization and practical work of both forestry and 
management of protected areas in Germany.

As an opening event of the study tour 2019 
the Indonesian delegation visited the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Environment in Schwerin. 
Here the Minister responsible Mr. Till Back-
haus welcomed the guests and summarized the 
importance of the environmental sector in the 
German federal state of Mecklenburg-Western 
Pomerania (MP). In terms of nature conser-
vation, MP plays a prominent role nationwide 
because there are many large protected areas. In 
the following the group got an overview of the 
forest structure and management organization 
of forestry as well as the timber market situation 
and protected area management in MP.

During the next days the group was able 
to get a practical insight into the different pro-
tected area categories as well as the practical 
work of a forestry district office.

Starting at the Schaalsee Biosphere Reserve 
the close cooperation of forestry with local part-

p Spreewald
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ners, e.g. in the field of tourism, arts and crafts, 
agriculture, fisheries and the food industry to 
promote regional products and services and 
to ensure a common regional development 
was discussed. The Pahlhuus in the Biosphere 
reserve serves as a visitor center, providing 
a permanent exhibition. Public information, 
environmental education and promotion of 
regional development are the major objectives 
of the guided walks in the reserve.

As in previous years, the FORCLIME 
Study Tour 2019 offered the opportunity to 
learn about the set-up, tasks and strategies of 
a German Forest Management Unit. Therefore 
the district forest office of Guestrow, an agency 
of the “Landesforsten MV” (MV Provincial 
Forest Service, public enterprise) was visited.

To collect insights into another category 
of protected areas in Germany the Indonesian 
group carried on with the Nature Park Nos-
sentiner-Schwinzer Heide, entering Karower 
Meiler information center. All tasks shall be 
implemented by means of cooperation with 
local and regional partners while the Nature 
Park provides infrastructure and offers events. 
Highlight of this day was the example of close 
cooperation with local institutions. The group 
was able to visit the “Nature Park School” in 
Krakow am See. This partnership is accompa-
nied by the fact that the school implements an 
environmental education focus every year and 
that all classes work on projects in nature at least 
once a year.

In order to obtain general information 
about the structure, objectives and character-
istics of the Mueritz National Park, the office 

of the park management was visited providing 
theoretical information about the National 
Park. An excursion to the National Parks forests 
gave a visual impression to the group.

Leaving MP the group had the chance to get 
a second example of the tasks and management 
of this category by visiting Spreewald Biosphere 
Reserve and experiencing this unique landscape 
between forest and water.

Finally with the Proesa DBU Natural Heri-
tage Site within Niederlausitzer Heidelandschaft 
(heath landscape) Nature Park was visited as an 
example of another way of protecting areas and 
the importance of so-called Natural Heritage 
sites.

On the last day an indoor event providing 
an overview of the German Forest Owners 
Association, the German Forest Society and the 
work of EUROPARC Germany completed the 
whole trip in Berlin.

p Niederlausitzer 
Heidelandschaft
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Deutsche Übersetzungen aller Berichte fi nden Sie online unter/
German translations of all reports can be found online at: 

https://www.forestexperts.de/de/berichte.html
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